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Todd: Engineers
studying best
locations for
lakes bridges
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
The lakes bridges project will
not be ready to begin construction for some time, but could
make significant progress in
geo-technical studies by the end
of the year, according to
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet spokesman Keith Todd.
The project to construct new
bridges over Kentucky Lake
and Lake Barkley on both sides
of Land Between the Lakes has
been in the planning phase for
several years now. Todd said the
project's engineering team has
been meeting regularly about
once a month and was pushing
things forward at a steady rate.
"On a project this big, sometimes it takes longer than you
think it will," he said. "Some
things move faster and some
things move slower, but it's one
of those things where you have
an action plan and you keep
working at it."
Todd said engineers are currently doing the geo-technical
work to choose the sites where
new bridges would be most stable. He said the work involves
core-drilling the sub-surface of
the lakes to determine the best
location for each of the piers.
Although the exact sites have
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Friends of CASA Banquet to celebrate childhood
By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writer
he annual Friends of CASA
Banquet will celebrate the positive impact Court Appointed
Special Advocates have on the Calloway
County and Marshall County communities.
The banquet is scheduled for Saturday
at 6 p.m. at the Murray Country Club.
The theme this year is "Giving the Gift
of Childhood," said Racquel Strickland,
CASA director.
"When CASAs are involved, children
have better outcomes. And we can all
appreciate what our childhoods were

T

like, and We're just
hoping that we can
make
better
Christmases and better
futures for our children
that (our volunteers
are) assigned to," said
Strickland.
CASAs are volunteers who represent
child victims of abuse Strickland
and neglect in the court
system. Advocates visit with children
and evaluate a child's environment and
report back to the court on behalf of the
child.

"We always focus on the bad things
that happens with CASA. Our children
do come from bad situations, and we're
involved in their lives for horrible reasons sometimes, but th;.n there are positive outcomes," said Strickland. "For
example, they go home to their parents.
Their parents are better educated. They
find great placements. They find stability and permanency forever. We really
want to celebrate those things, and it's
Christmas. You want a little levity."
Friends of CASA is the main annual
fundraiser for the local CASA agency.
Historically, the fundraiser would sustain the agency for long periods of time,

said Strickland. As times have become
economically lean for many, fundraising
has gone down. However, Strickland
said she sees that the agency is on an
upswing. They have become better at
spreading the word about CASA's
impact, she said. The agency also
recently received a Victims of Crime
Act (VOCA) grant, which helps to
solidify CASA for the future, Strickland
stated.
Strickland says that she is excited to
have the Grumpy Old Men perform at
the banquet. This is the first year the
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Wednesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 44. West northwest wind between 3 and 9
mph.
Wednesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 24.
Calm wind.
Thursday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 49. Light south
southwest wind.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 31.
Calm wind becoming west
northwest around 5 mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 47. North northwest
wind between 5 and 8 mph,
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 28.
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Heather Blankenship, Pullen Farm greenhouse manager, arranges leaves on an Ice Punch poinsettia, one of two new
varietals the greenhouse will be selling beginning Monday, Dec. 5. Red and white Polar Bear poinsettias will also be for
sale for $6 each. A portion of the sale of the white poinsettias will go to fund Polar Bear International's conservation
efforts. The greenhouse has been growing and preparing the 650 plants since August. according to Blankenship. Money
collected will go to fund greenhouse internships and supplies.

II See Page 2A

Portions of area get
1 to 3 inches of snow

Marie Edwards,
a U.S. Postal
Service mail
carrier in the City
of Clinton, pauses
in the snow during
her morning route
on Tuesday.
Several of the
western counties
in the Jackson
Purchase
received anywhere from 1 to 3
inches of snowfall,
according to local
officials.

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)- A surprise snowfall
landed in western Kentucky Tuesday creating hazardous driving conditions for many
residents.
Cabinet
Transportation
Kentucky
spokesman Keith Todd said trucks were
spreading salt on roads in the far western
Kentucky counties of Fulton, Ballard,
Carlisle, Hickman, Graves and McCracken.
Even so, he said several slide-offs had been
reported in Ballard County and motorists
were advised to use caution.
Todd said highway crew supervisors monitored the weather overnight. He said warm
pavement temperatures kept snow from
accumulating Monday night, but snow showers became more organized around daybreak
Tuesday with 1 to 3 inches covering the area.

Photo by
Catherine Robilioi
Courtesy of the
Hickman County
Gazette
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey Jr. says two deadlines
are approaching that affect both
candidates wanting to run for
office and voters wanting to
cast ballots in the 2012 May
Primary Election.
Candidates that want to run
for office in the May 22, 2012
Primary must file by 4 p.m. on
Tuesday, Jan. 31. Two candidates have already filed papers
to run. Circuit Court Clerk
Linda Avery, a Republican, has
filed to *run for a second term
and Murray resident John Mark
Roberts has filed to run for one
of 12 seats on the Murray City
Council.
Coursey cautioned candidates
regarding the deadline.
"The filing deadline is 4 p.m.
our time," Coursey said. "I've
had people come in here at five
minutes after four to file to run,
but we couldn't take them."
The official state deadline is 5
p.m., Coursey said, however
Frankfort is located in the eastern time zone and candidates
must be filed with the Kentucky
Board of Elections on time.
For voters, 4 p.m. on Friday,
Dec. 30 is set for those wanting
to change party affiliation
before casting ballots in the pri-
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State opts not to cut down Christmas tree this year

Calloway Co. Schools
recognized as national
Speak Up 200 Schools
Special to the Ledger
IRVINE, CA. -1\vo hundred schools and districts across the
country were recognized for incorporating feedback from their
students as they develop strategic plans, make budgeting decisions, enhance their curriculum and determine professierial
development needs.
in Kentucky, only three schools
made the list. Calloway County Hig(
School, Calloway County Middle
School, and Southwest Calloway
Elementary School were recognized
as Speak Up 200 schools, with both
CCHS and Southwest recognized for
multiple years.
Susan Taylor, district technology
coordinator, commented on the recognition.
"We are proud of our students, parents, teachers and administrators — we have participated in Speak Up for the past three
years and been part of the 200 Schools twice. We are midway
through the fourth survey cycle which ends on December 23,"
said Taylor. "The information we receive from these surveys
assists Calloway County Schools in strategic and long-term
planning and setting instructional technology priorities."
"We are very encouraged to know that some of the most innovative districts in our country are using the ideas of students as
well as parents and teachers as input into their decision making," said Julie Evans, CEO of Project Tomorrow®. "Schools
from Calloway County are models for all schools across the
country. They have a demonstrated practice of recognizing the
value of what students have to say, and for that we applaud
them."
Project Tomorrow is a national education non-profit. Speak
Up 200 is a collection of the top K-12 schools in the country that
encourage and involve authentic student, parent and educator
ideas and views in education planning and decision-making.
The schools were selected for this national distinction from
the 30,000 schools nationwide that have participated in the
annual Speak Up surveys, conducted by Project Tomorrow,
since 2003. The Speak Up National Research Project collects K12 student, parent and educator viewpoints on technology, 21st
century education and student aspirations through an annual
online survey process and shares that data with national, state
and local policyrnakers to improve education for all children.

"We appreciate the sentiment that it is possible to have all the joy that a well-decorated tree can bring but do it in a way that doesn't require killing a tree," said Andy Mahler,
a member of the group that advocates for
protection of hardwood forests in the eastern
U.S.
Heartwood pushes for the preservation of
trees, particularly those that are exceptionally old or strikingly beautiful, but generally
doesn't oppose the cutting of trees for
Christmas observances.
Mahler said Kentucky's break from the
tradition of cutting a tree sends an important
message about government thrift at a time
"when a lot of families are having to scrimp
to put something underneath the tree."
Christmas trees donated to Kentucky in
years past typically have stood at the end of

•May primary...
From Front
mary. The official deadline is
Saturday, Dec. 31; however
state and county offices will be
closed.
"When you walk in to vote on
primary day, you can only vote
for the party in which you are
registered to vote the 31st day of
December. That is a very important thing arid we are going to
try to really get that word out
there," Coursey said.
In Kentucky, primary elections are "closed," meaning
only registered Democrats or
Republicans may cast ballots
for candidates in the respective

From Front
banquet has had musical entertainment. She said she hopes it
will make the event more fun as
attendees celebrate children and
CASA volunteers.
The banquet will also have a
live auction with items donated
by local people, Strickland said.
The items include tickets to the
Kentucky Opry and dinner for

party's elections. Only during a
general election may Kentucky
voters cast ballots outside their
registered party.
Also, April 23 is the deadline
for anyone not currently registered to register to vote, according to Kentucky Board of
Elections officials.
Anyone
with
questions
regarding voter registration and
candidate filing deadlines is
asked to come by the clerk's
office on the second floor of the
Calloway County Courthouse or
call 753-3923.

two,
tickets
for
Lady
Antebellum and tickets to a
University of Kentucky basketball game.
The cost to attend is $50 per
ticket, or $500 per table. To
RSVP, email casapr@murrayky.net or call 270-906-6934.
Additional donations should be
sent to: CASA of Calloway and
Marshall Counties, 1003 Poplar
St., Murray. KY 42071.

Every Donation
Brings Hope.

the lengthy walkway leading to the Capitol's
front doors, a location where a stage is now
under construction for Beshear's preChristmas inaugural festivities. Beshear
spokeswoman Kern Richardson said that
played a part in the decision not to bring in
a cut tree.
Beshear is scheduled to lead the annual
tree lighting ceremony on the front lawn of
the Capitol on Thursday evening, when a
crowd will gather around the spruce that
already is sporting ornaments, including a
huge star on top.
"I think in the spirit of things, decorating
and honoring a living tree that can grow yea'
after year is a really beautiful thing," said
Jim Scheff, director of Kentucky
Heartwood.

MI Bridges...

•CASA Banquet...

She presented a proclamation
to that effect Monday at the
Kentucky Artisan Center in
Berea declaring December Give
a Gift from Kentucky Month.

American Red Cross
Calloway County Chapter

From Front
not yet been chosen, they are
planned to be built north of the
existing bridges, he said. Todd
said the geo-technical work on
the Eggner's Ferry Bridge in
Aurora is further along than that
of the Canton Bridge over Lake
Barkley and could be complete
by the end of this year.
"We know a lot more about
the Eggner's Ferry site than we
do the Canton site," Todd said.
"They're going to probably
have to do some extra drilling at
Canton because it has a stone
base there, and they're going to
have to drill down into the stone
to determine how strong it is
and what kind of weights it will
hold to determine how to best

Sam

build the footers for the piers at
that location."
Once the geo-technical work
is completed on both bridges,
the locations for the bridges will
be chosen and the alignment of
the bridges will have to be
approved by the Federal
Highway Administration, Todd
said. Once all those steps have
passed, KTC will have a better
idea of when construction can
begin, Todd said.
"Once they set that alignment,
then we'll be able to start looking at scheduling some preliminary work where they would
build the approch levies, and
then that would provide a starting point for the construction of
the main part of the bridges,"
Todd said.

Friday crash injures two in county
Staff Report
Two Mayfield residents suffered
possible injuries Friday night in a
two-vehicle collision at the intersection of Ky. 121 and Airport
Road, according to a report released
this week by the Calloway County
Sheriff's office.
department
The
sheriff's
responded to the crash at approximately 6 p.m. Friday. According to
the report, David Vowell, 59, of
Water Valley, was pulling on to
Airport Road from Ky. 121, and
failed to see a car driven by Lauren

Clifty Farms
Country
Hams

Boekhout, 44, of Mayfield.
Vowell did not report injuries.
Boekhout and passenger Glenn
Boekhout, 47, of Mayfield. were
transported to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital with possible
injuries, according to police.
Another passenger, Brett Erickson,
17. of Mayfield, did not report
injuries.
Police were assisted at the scene
by MCCH EMS, Murray Fire
Department Rescue 1 and Calloway
County Fire Rescue.
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By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — In a tough
economy, Kentucky will avoid even the
minimal cost of hauling in an official
Christmas tree, opting instead to decorate an
evergreen growing on the Capitol's front
lawn.
Finance Cabinet spokeswoman Cindy
Landham said Monday that Gov. Steve
Beshear's administration opted not to follow
the traditional route of issuing a public
request for a donated tree that state workers
typically load aboard a truck and haul to
Frankfort.
The move is drawing kudos from environmentalists, including leaders of the forest
protection group Heartwood that has a
strong contingent in Kentucky.

First lady promotes buying Kentucky gifts
BEREA, Ky. (AP) — First
lady Jane Beshear has some
advice for people looking for
unique Christmas gifts: Give a
gift from Kentucky.
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Obituaries
Andrew J. Rachoy, Jr.

the Capitol's
stage is now
shear's preies. Beshear
on said that
Otto bring in

Andrew J. Rachoy, Jr., 95, of Murray, Ky., died at 6:40
p.m. Monday, Nov. 28, 2011, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Online condolences can be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are incomplete at this time at
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.

d the annual
front lawn ot
ling, when a
spruce that
, including a

George Stephen Barrow, 62, of Puryear, Tenn., died
Monday, Nov. 28, 2011, at Vanderbilt University Medical
Center in Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. Barrow was born July 7, 1949, in
Murray, Ky. He was a retired truck driver and
was a former employee of Holley carburetor
plant in Paris, Tenn. He was a member of the
Blood River Church of Christ, an Army veteran of the Vietnam War, and was a member of the V.F.W.
He was preceded in death by his father. Carl Eugene
Barrow.
He is survived by his mother, Juanita Mathis Barrow. of
Puryear, Tenn.; one sister, Gail Herndon and husband,
Danny, of Hazel; one brother, Tommy Barrow and wife,
Janie, of Puryear, Tenn.; several nieces and nephews and
several great-nieces and nephews.
Funeral service will be held Friday, Dec. 2,2011. at 11 a.m.
at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Josh Herndon and Erik
Davis will officiate and burial will follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be held Thursday, Dec. I,
2011, from 5-9 p.m. at the funeral home.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by The J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
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Roger D. Gross
A Mass of Christian Burial for Roger D. Gross, 61, of
Silvis, Ill., was held at 1 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 29, 2011, at St.
Patrick's Catholic Church, 201 First Street, Colona.
Visitation was held one hour prior to the funeral hour at the
church. Interment will be at Calvary
Cemetery, Rock Island.
Mr. Gross died Friday. Nov. 25, 2011, at
Genesis Medical Center, Illini Campus, in
Silvis.
He was born July 24, 1950, in Rock Island,
111. He was a member at St. Patrick's Catholic
Church in Colona, and was a part of the
Father Pro Men's Club at Our Lady of
Guadalupe Church in Silvis.
Gross
He was preceded in death by his parents.
Maurice and Mary Solomon Gross.
He is survived by three sisters, Shirley Murray, Clara
DeKlein and husband, Peter, all of Murray and Romona
Asleson and husband, Roger, of Princeton. Iowa; one brother, John Gross and wife. Rita, of Rock Island, Ill.; and many
nieces and nephews.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital. Online condolences may be
left at www.wheelanpressly.com. Arrangements are being
handled by Wheelan-Pressly Funeral Home.

Trina Tipton Allen
Trina Tipton Allen, 48, of Murray, Ky., died Monday. Nov.
28, 2011, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital after an
extended illness.
Mrs Allen was born in Murray, on Aug. 17. 1963. She was
a member of the Christian Fellowship Church
in Briensburg.
She was preceded in death by her mother
Pam Tipton and by her maternal, grandparents, "Wimpy" Jones and Maybelle Jones.
She is survived by her husband, Chris
Allen; one son, Grant Allen; father, James
Tipton, all of Murray; and by one brother, Jim
Tipton, of Brooklyn, N.Y.
Funeral services will be held on Thursday.
Allen
Dec. 1, 2011, at 1 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev. Rick Clendenen officiating and
eulogy by Kevin Jones. Burial to follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m. on
Wednesday, Nov. 30, 2011, at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to The Louisville Affiliate of Susan G. Komen for the
Cure, In Memory of Trina Allen, 2301 Hurstbourne Village
Drive, Suite 700, Louisville, KY 40299
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by The J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.

Cain tells aides
he is reassessing
his campaign
By RAY HENRY
Associated Press
ATLANTA (AP) — Herman
Cain told aides Tuesday he is
assessing whether the latest allegations of inappropnate sexual
behavior against him "create too
much of a cloud" for his
Republican presidential candidacy to go forward.
the
Acknowledging
"firestorm" arising from an accusation of infidelity. Cain only
committed to keeping his campaign schedule for the next several days, in a conference call
with his senior staff.
"If a decision is made, different
than to plow ahead, you all will
be the first to know," he said,
according to a transcript of the
call made by the National
Review, which listened to the
conversation.
It was the first time doubts
about Cain's continued candidacy had surfaced from the candidate himself. As recently as
Tuesday morning, a campaign
spokesman had stated unequivocally that Cain would not quit.

William 'Bill' Bailey

Tracy Lynne Pryor

Services for William "Bill" Bailey, 91, of Murray, Ky., are scheduled for 2 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 1, 2011, at the Imes-Miller Funeral
Come. Bill Miller and Glen Cope will officiate. Interment will follow at the Coles Campground Cemetery. The family will receive visitors from 11 a.m. until 2 p.m.
Thursday at Imes-Miller.
Mr. Bailey died Sunday, Nov. 27, 2011, at
Volunteer Community Hospital in Martin, Tenn.
Born Nov. 20, 1920, Mr. Bailey was a member of
Flint Baptist Church. He was an Army veteran of Word War II. He
and his wife Dottie were in the restaurant business. He served on the
City Council, Murray Park Board and as a Kentucky Railroad
Commissioner. He retired from Garland's Used Cars.
Mr. Bailey was preceded in death by his parents, Ernest "Doc" and
Pollye Cain Bailey: a son, William Don Bailey and three greatgrandchildren Brandt. Krislyn and laden Bailey.
He is survived by his wife of 74 years, Dottie Miller Bailey;
daughters, Patsy Woodall and husband, Dale, of Almo; Decie
Franklin and husband. Bill, of Sharon, Tenn., and Zandra Bailey, of
Murray; a special family friend, Renee Metcalf, of Murray; seven
grandchildren, Beth Morehead and husband, Matt, of Almo, Chris
Bailey and wife, Heather, of Almo, Andrea Bailey, of Booneville,
Ind.. Brandi Gladden and husband, R.G. of Murray, Amanda Futrell
and husband, Kirk, of Antioch, Tenn., William Charles Bailey and
wife, Ann,of Richfield, N.C., Shannon Cole, of Old Hickory, Tenn.:
and eight great-grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy should take the form of donations to
either the Alzheimers Association. 6100 Dutchmans LN,STE 401,
Louisville. KY 40205-3284 or to the Murray Calloway County
Parks. 900 Payne St., Murray. KY 42071.
This is a paid obituary.

Funeral services for Tracy Lynne Pryor, 43, of Murray, Ky., will
be held at 11 a.m. Wednesday. Nov. 30. 2011, at the Owens Chapel
Baptist Church with Jimmy Stom officiating. Burial will follow at
Gore Cemetery. Visitation was held Tuesday, Nov_ 29, 2011.
between 5-8 p.m. at Owens Chapel.
Pryor died Monday, Nov. 28, 2011, at her home.
Born Aug. 10, 1968, in Michigan, Pryor was a member of Owens
Chapel Baptist Church.
She is survived by her mother, Betty Griffith, of Murray; two sons,
Taylor Pryor and Chris Pryor, both of Murray, one daughter, Chasity
Pryor, of Dexter; special friend, Tom Camp.of Murray; three brothers, Jimmy Griffith and wife, Tammy. of Paducah, Vincent Griffith,
of McKenzie, Tenn., and Timmy Griffith, of Evansville, Ind.; three
sisters, Clara Vance, Theresa Neighoff and Mary Griffith; and one
grandchild, Kylee Reed.
The family is handling arrangements. The information for this
obituary was provided by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

Dunn to assist KET with pledge drive
HAWKINS'TEAGUE
mission to improve our region
Staff Writer
through education and outreach
Murray State University - so it only makes sense to take
President Dr. Randy Dunn will to the airwaves to support this
be appearing live tonight on important Kentucky treasure."
Kentucky
Educational
Carter is on KET's President
Television to acknowledge of the Friends Board and was
MSU's support of KET and to recently on "One to One with
lend support to their fundraiser Bill Goodman." He said MSU is
pledge week activities.
the "Corporate Challenge"
Dunn will appear live on KET sponsor for KET's pledge drive
1 at 7:55 p.m. Eastern time for four nights this week. He
Wednesday. said Jim Carter, added that MSU has had a relaMSU's vice president of institu- tionship with the network for
tional advancement. Since
almost 10 years, beginning with
MSU's public television station,
airing KET 2 on TV-11, and that
TV-11, airs KET 2 programit has given the university a lot
ming, he said he did not know
of good statewide exposure.
when the appearance might air
"Now we're in our eighth year
"1 am more than happy to of 'Holidays at Murray State,'
assist KET with their current which airs next week, and the
fundraising efforts by making list of programs include
an on-air appearance from their 'Roundabout U,"Lovett Live
'Festival
of
studios in Lexington," Dunn Series,'
Provost
said."We are very proud of our Champions,' the
and
Chicago
ongoing partnership with KET Concert
through our weekly, award-win- Symphony Show, to name a
ning 30-minute video magazine few. We've also hosted
'Roundabout U,' as well as 'Comment on Kentucky' and
other productions from our taped one of Renee Shaw's
Digital Media Services unit. 'Connections' on campus.
Also. KET and Murray State There's a lot more coming with
University share a common our partnership."

The number of times published or the length ofone or more ofthe
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Times polity. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or space.

Inauguration to be
frugal celebration
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The upcoming 59th Kentucky
Governor's Inauguration will cost significantly less than prior
inaugurals but will still offer many free events suitable for
Kentucky families, according to Inauguration Executive
Director Bob Stewart.
The state's two highest cohstitutional officers. Gov. Steve
Beshear and Lt. Go.-elect Jerry Abramson, will be sworn into
office during a full day of festivities Tuesday. Dec. 13. The
theme of the inauguration is "Kentucky Tomorrow," and the
Beshears and Abramsons are encouraging Kentuckians to recognize and consider Dec.13 as a day of service.
"We are very mindful of the current economic hardships
across Kentucky as we plan this inauguration. We are looking
at every possible way to be frugal." Gov. Beshear said. "The
vast majority of the cost of the inauguration will be covered by
private funds."
Event organizers will partner with many Kentucky vendors,
use existing resources and reutilize and recycle when possible
to create a more conservative event than in years past, Gov.
Beshear said.
"While the inauguration is an event for all Kentuckians to
enjoy, Gov. Beshear and Lt. Gov.-elect Abramson felt very
strongly that our citizens should be able to enjoy our 59th inauguration without worry about the cost to taxpayers," Stewart
said.
For more information and updates on public inaugural events,
please visit the Governor's official inaugural website at
http://govemor.ky.gov/inauguration.

Please support
the United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County

Town Crier
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Personnel
will
Committee
meet
Tuesday, Dec. 6 at 8:30 a.m.
in the hospital Board Room.
The action item on the agenda is the approval of the
Retirement
Plan
Amendments for Physician
Office Staff.
• To report a Town Crier
item, e-mail: editor@murrayledgercom
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posters can be sued
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By DOUGLAS E. LEE
DIXON, ILL. (AP) —
Although the decision in Stone
v. Paddock Publications is being
hailed across Illinois as a significant win for online anonymous speech, the ruling ultimately might prove more useful for those trying to strip
online posters of their anonymity.
In Stone, the 1st District of
the Illinois Appellate Court on
Nov. 17 reversed trial-court
orders compelling the publisher of the Daily Herald in Arlington Heights, Ill., and an Internet service provider to release
information necessary to identify the name of an anonymous poster on the newspaper's online comment board.
In doing so, however, the
court agreed with another Illinois appellate court that the
standard for obtaining this type
of information is relatively low.
Following the reasoning of
the 3rd District Illinois Appellate Court in its 2010 decision in Maxson v. Ottawa Publishing Co., the court in Stone
held that a potential plaintiff
can obtain identifying information about an anonymous
online poster as long as the
petition seeking the infonnation is in proper form and
"sufficiently states a cause of
'action for defamation."
Therefore, as long as the
petitioner claims that the speech
about him or her is false and
defamatory, and alleges negligence (if the petitioner is a
private figure) or knowing or
reckless falsity (if he or she
is a public official or public
figure), the poster's identity
must be revealed.
In Stone, however, the petitioner — a former Buffalo
Grove, Ill., trustee claiming a
poster had defamed her minor
son — could not meet even
that low standard.
The poster, identified on the
Daily Herald's comment board
as Hipcheck16, exchanged
increasingly negative posts on
the board with Stone's son about
both Stone and her son's
defense of her.
In one comment, Stone's
son challenged Hipcheck16 to

identify himself and to "navigate your way over to the
Stone confines."
"Thanks for the invitation
to visit you.. but I'll have to
decline," Hipcheck16 responded in part. "Seems like you're
very willing to invite a man
you only know from the internet over to your house — have
you done it before, or do they
usually invite you to their
house?"
Lisa Stone, who at the time
was a village trustee, petitioned
the court for orders compelling
and
newspaper
the
Hipcheck16's Internet service
provider to reveal Hipcheck16's
identity, claiming she needed
the information in order to sue
him for defaming her son. The
trial judge granted the request,
saying "the right to speak must
be balanced against the right
of an offended party to seek
redress."
In reversing the trial court,
the appellate court said Stone
was not entitled to the information because Hipcheck16's
statements about being invited
to the Stones' home were not
defamatory and did not assert
any fact about Stone's son.
Therefore, the court concluded, Stone's efforts to obtain
the information amounted to
an unpermitted fishing expedition.
"While the law is clear that
there is no right to defame
another citizen, we cannot condone the inevitable fishing
expeditions that would ensue
were the trial court's order to
be upheld," the court wrote.
"Encouraging those easily
offended by online commentary to sue to find the name
of their 'tormenters' would surely lead to unnecessary litigation and would also have a chilling effect on the many citizens who choose to post anonymously on the countless comment boards for newspapers,
magazines, websites and other
information portals."
Lee is an Illinois lawyer
and legal correspondent for
Vanderbilt University's First
Amendment Center in Nashville,
Tenn.
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Home Song
This column is titled "Home
and Away" for a reason.
I had,hoped to write about
what it is like to live in the
small, but thriving town of Murray, Kentucky, but I also wanted to write about excursions
that my family and I might
make to other locales.
I have written, for example
about a fishing trip in Arkansas,
two research trips to Oxford,
England, a vacation trip to
Destin, Florida, a sports missions trip to the Philippines,
and various Kentucky trips—
for conferences and research—
to Bowling Green, Frankfort.
Louisville, and Lexington.
I have written about trips
to various college campuses,
attempting to describe their
beauty and history. I have written about a trip to the Bolin
homeplace, an old log cabin
in Hickman County.
Several trips, close and far,
big and small, are scheduled

O'er all that flutter their
For those
each year. Among my travwings and fly
els of which I wrote about that wander
A hawk is hovering in the
this past year included a trip they knov,
sky;
with other university folk to not where
To stay at home is best.'".
Are full
China in June. I mention these
I know these lines to be
trips with an attitude of grat- of trouble
true.
itude, to be sure, but I also and full of
I am not well traveled and
think about them with a twinge care;
there is a reason for that,
To stay at
of regret because many of the
because I tend to agree with
is
trips require that I go without home
the poet.
my family, so as not to dis- best.
For some it is not possible
Weary Home and
rupt their important activities.
because of work to stay at
Away
If I had my druthers I and homehome as much as one would
By James
would never go anywhere with- sick and dislike.
Duane Bolin
out Evelyn. Wesley, and Cam- tressed.
Others have suffered at home
They Ledger & Times
mie Jo, but this is not always
and yearn for change and
Columnist
possible. Even with exciting wander east,
escape. But even with the
trips on the horizon, I tend to they wander
disruption of home life and even
west,
Henry
poet
the
with
agree
And are baffled and beaten in the anticipation of travels
Wadsworth Longfellow in his
near and far from Murray, I
and blown about
"Home Song."
By the winds of the wilder- do believe that more often than
Read the poem you Murnot "to stay at home is best."
rayans, you Calloway Cowl- ness of doubt;
Duane Bolin teaches in the
To stay at home is best.
tians, and tell me if you agree.
Then stay at home, my heart, Department of History at Mur"Stay, stay at home, my
ray State University. Contact
and rest;
heart, and rest;
The bird is safest in its himatJBolin@murravstate.edu.
Home-keeping hearts are
next;
happiest.

National Day of Listening appreciated
Dr. Beechhold's Advanced
Composition class my junior
year of college lasted one
semester, but felt as if it dragged
on a whole year.
A new essay was assigned
every week and I, a devoted
English major, attempted to follow his instructions so I could
earn a good grade in the course.
Despite my valiant efforts,
every time he returned my
paper, a C was scrawled at the
top, with cryptic comments
inserted throughout. Sometimes
a phrase or sentence was circled with a So What? penned
in the margin. Occasionally,
Dr. B's response to my earnest
undergraduate prose was a single word sprawling across an
entire page. REALLY? -- in
red and underlined — was one
of the favorites.
As the semester stumbled
miserably to an end, rmy grades
continued to hover at the C
level: The only change was
that Dr. Beechhold's comments
became wordier. "You have an
annoying elliptical quality to
your writing," is one I still

recall (and still worry about).
On my last essay for Advanced
Comp. -- about Bob Dylan and
his protest songs of the 1960's
-- the persnickety prof was finally satisfied.
"There's hope for you, Miss
Alexander," he wrote at the
top of my paper. He gave me
an A for the course.
This year on the Friday after
Thanksgiving, the StoryCorps
project designated a National
Day of Listening devoted to
teachers.
This noncommercial alternative to "Black Friday" shopping sprees is intended to honor
the teachers who have made a
difference in our lives. Tens
of thousands of Americans have
participated in the National Day
of Listening, and educators and
community organizations have
incorporated StoryCorps' interviewing techniques into their
programs.
Recordings about inspiring
teachers on the StoryCorps website are captivating. In one of
them, neurosurgeon Lee Buono
and his eighth grade science

4z1 LETTERS POLICY
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editorOmurrayiedger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
tYPINI or *OWL
✓ The Murray Ledger IL Times reserves the right to edit
or retect any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
doe writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
staff.

teacher, Al
Siedlecki,
talk about
the day that
Mr. SiedlecStayed
ki
after school
so Lee could
a
dissect
frog brain
and spinal
chord. The
Main Street
teacher told
By Constance
young
the
Alexander
student that
Ledger & Times
he had the
Columnist
hands of a
surgeon, and
those words were a springboard that led Buono to a brilliant career in medicine.
The story doesn't stop there,
however.
Dr. Buono goes on to tell
about challenging surgery he
had to perform on a patient
with a benign tumor on his
spinal chord that prevented him
from speaking. Before the surgery, the patient haltingly asked
Dr. Buono who had inspired him
in his life, and the doctor told
them about Al Siedlecki.
After the surgery was successfully completed and the
patient was able to speak fluently again, he told Dr. Buono,
"You make sure you call that
teacher and thank him," and
that is how Lee Buono and Al

Siedlecki got together to record
a StoryCorps interview for this
year's National Day of Listening.
StoryCorps is an independent nonprofit whose mission is
to provide Americans of all
backgrounds and beliefs with
the opportunity to record, share,
and preserve the stories of their
lives. Since 2003 more than
30,000 everyday people have
interviewed family and friends
through StoryCorps, making it
one of the largest oral history
projects of its kind.
Although I haven't been able
to contact Dr. Beechhold to
thank him for pushing me hard
to become a better writer, I
recently discovered that he is
living in New Mexico.
I doubt if he will remember me after all these years.
but I have not forgotten him
and I promise I will write him
a note without any elliptical
qualities.
For more information about
StoryCorps and to hear some
of the amazing interviews with
inspiring teachers, log onto
http://nationaldayoflistening.org
/about/
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@ newwave
comm.net.
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Cinderella ballet
to be held Friday
The Jackson Purchase Dance Company
will begin their 20th Anniversary production season with Cinderella: A Story/Ballet on Friday, Dec. 2, at 7:30 p.m. at Murray State's Lovett Auditorium. To further
celebrate the anniversary, this production
will feature a lobby display of student art
•6
work based on the theme, "Why Dance?"
Nit.r Over 500 student pieces interpreting why
people dance will be on display from eight
Datebook schools
in the region. Admission is $8 for
Jessica Morris
adults, students under age 16 are $6 and
Community
children under three are free. No reservaeditor
tions are needed. For information, call
JPDC Artistic Director Karen Balzer at 767-0579.

Blood drives set for December
The Red Cross is hosting two blood drives on Friday. Dec.
2, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Campus Core, 1421 N. 16th St.,
Murray and Wednesday. Dec. 14, from 1-6 p.m. at Murray
Elementary School, 1 1 1 Broach St., Murray. All presenting
blood donors will receive a holiday inspired long-sleeve Tshirt. To make an appointment, call 1(800) 733-2767 or visit
www.redcrossblood.org for more information.

C.C. Homemakers plant sale pickup
Plants ordered from the Calloway County Homemakers Poinsettia sale will be arriving at the First Methodist Church CLC
gym Thursday, Dec. I. Pick-up will be from 2-8 p.m. Thursday and from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Friday, Dec. 2. For more
information, call Judy Stahler at 753-7387.
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WOW to participate in parade
Woodmen of the World will have a float in the Christmas
parade Saturday. Dec. 3. Line-up will begin at 9:30 a.m. at
804`01ive St., Murray. There will be room for a few to ride
in the back of a pickup truck and some room on the float.
Others are invited to walk with the float. Make plans to be
in the parade. For more information, call (270) 435-4160.

Knit-wits will meet at local library
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in
the Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library.
Knitters of all levels are welcome. For more information, call
Dot at 753-4803.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program,
meets every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.
The public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or a ride, call the church office at 753-1834.

Garden Department of MWC to meet
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Thursday. Dec. 1, at noon for a holiday luncheon at the
Murray Country Club. -Hostesses will be Martha Joiner and
Linda Cherry. All members are encouraged to attend.

Murray Medical Associates open house set
Murray Medical Associates will hold a Holiday Open House
Thursday, Dec. 1, from 5:30-7:30 p.m. at the Medical Arts
building, Suite 480 W. There will be hors d'oeuvres, music
and giveaways. RSVP to mmaopenhouse@murrayhospital.org.

Legion Auxiliary Post #73 to meet Dec. 1
American Legion Ladies Auxiliary Unit #73 will meet Thursday, Dec. 1, at 7 p.m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee
Creek Drive. Members will be preparing Christmas treats for
local veterans in nursing homes and long-term care. If you are
a wife, daughter, or step-daughter of a veteran you are invited to come and get involved. For questions, call Unit #73
President Vera Melone at (270) 436-6356.

Kentucky retirees will meet
The Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Retirees will meet
Thursday, Dec. 1, at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton
Drive in Paducah for a combined luncheon and business meeting. All retirees of the Kentucky Retirement System and the
Kentucky State Police Retirement System are encouraged to
attend. For more information, call (270) 898-7289 or (270)
527-9531.

Primary Care to sell cookbooks
Primary Care will sell cookbooks for Helping His Kids
Foundation, which provides toys for children in our community at Christmas. To purchase a cookbook, stop by Primary
Care, 1000 S. 12th St., Murray. For more information, call
759-9200.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. For more information, call Stephanie Cunningham
at 753-6646.

CASA dinner set for Dec.3
Friends of Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) are
hosting a dinner, live entertainment and auction at the Murray
Country Club, 2200 College Farm Rd., Saturday, Dec. 3, with
music by the Grumpy Old Men. Seating is limited. Tickets are
$50 per person and all proceeds Benefit CASA of Calloway
and Marshall Counties, Inc., a non-profit 501 (c) 3 organization that advocates for abused and neglected children in the
Family Court system. RSVP to (270) 906-6934 or 761-0164.

Mr.and Mrs.Jimmy Shannon Pierce
Miss Kimberly Gail Culp and Mr. Jimmy Shannon Pierce were
united in marriage Saturday. Oct. 8. 2011, at the home of Bill and
Sandy Holman. The ceremony was performed by Bro. Gary Vacca,
of Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Sandy Holman and Glen Culp, of
Murray.
The groom is the son of Jan Pierce, of Paducah and Jim Pierce, of
Atlanta, Ga.
The matron of honor was Sarah Miller and the maid of honor was
Morgan Williams. Bridesmaids were Danyel McCuiston, Amanda
Holsapple and Lexie Maples. The guest register was attended by
Brytani and Lily Johnson.
The best man was Kevin Russell and Noah Pierce was the junior
best man. Groomsmen were Eddie Gibson, Mark Glover, Michael
Baird and Shawn Gosselin.
Pumpkin boys were Camden Pierce. Macen Pierce. Brayden
Smallmon and Julian Holman.
Music was provided by Micah Greene, guitarist.
Following the outdoor wedding, a reception was held in the
Holman Barn.
The bride is a graduate of Murray High School. She received her
degree in nursing and is currently employed at Primary Care
Medical Center in Murray.
The groom is a graduate of Reidland High School and currently
owns and operates Big Wireless in Paducah.
The couple currently resides in Murray.

Pray Murray time slots available
Special to the Ledger
As an effort to pray for the
city of Murray and Calloway
County, the group Pray Murray will host 24 Hours of
Prayer from 9 p.m. Friday.
Dec. 2, until 9 p.m. Saturday.
Dec. 3, at Harvest Land Ministries, located at 1714 Plainview Drive facing Doran Road.
Pray Murray is a group of
Christians crossing over denominational walls to pray for the
transformation of an entire city
and county for Jesus Christ.
It is founded on the four principles of transformation taught
by Ed Silvoso and Harvest
Evangelism, found in Luke
10:1-9, to bless, fellowship.
minister and announce that the
kingdom of God has come near
and is available to all through
Jesus Christ.
Several churches from the
already
are
community
involved, but the group would
like to see many others. For
each month, a schedule is made
with the 24 hours being divided into one-hour time slots.
An individual or group may
be responsible for an hour or
two to lead in prayer and/or
praise (worship). The vision
for this is to see many worship leaders, praise teams, individuals who minister in music
and prayer warriors and intercessors to join this effort while
others from the community
come to join in the united prayer
for this city and county coming and going to fit their own

THE CLOSET DOOR
CONSIGNMENT SHOP

D.C. 20510
!-225-3115

NOW OPEN SUNDAY 1 PM-5 EM

desire and schedule.
Time slots are still available. To become involved in
leading in praise or prayer, call
Michael Richardson, pastor, at
(270) 293-5687 or e-mail pastormichaelhlmi@gmail.com.

By BOB MCGAUGHEY
MSU Public Relations
Four professors in Murray
State University's college of
business co-authored a paper
that was selected Best of 2011 in
the Technology in Marketing
track at the Society for
Marketing Advances convention
in Memphis in early November.
The paper, "Making the Case
for Business GIS Tools in Small
and Medium Sized Enterprises,"
appeared in Advances in
Marketing: Sensory Marketing
— The Next Frontier.
The application of geographic
information tools (GIS) tools to
business decision making is
known as Business GIS. These
tools apply spatial analysis and
the sensory power of map visualization to business problems.
Small and medium sized
enterprises (SMEs) have lacked
the financial resources, the
information technology capabilities and analytical skills necessary to implement these systems. The authors point out that
new, developments in the field
have helped lower the entry
threshold for SMEs.
Finally, the paper identifies
methods through which SME
managers can access Business
GIS resources.
The Society for Marketing
Advances is one of the leading
academic professional organizations in the field of marketing.
Its purpose is to advance theoretical and applied knowledge in
the field of marketing. It publishes the Journal of Business
Research, the Journal of
Marketing Theory and Practice,
Education
Marketing
and
Review. Its membership currently consists of academics
from the United States as well as
34 other nations.
The authors were Dr. Fred
Miller. Dr. Joy Roach, Dr. Terry
Dr. Glynn
Holmes and
Mangold.
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the
Miller.
Hutchens
Distinguished Professor of
Marketing and Business GIS
(geographic information systems), has been a faculty member at MSU since 1980. The
director of Murray State's
Regensburg programs since
1991, he earned his bachelor's
degree from the Centenary
College of Louisiana, his MBA
from Murray State and his Ph.D
from Temple University.
Roach, assistant professor of
business administration and
office systems, has been a member of the faculty since 2008.
She received her bachelor's and
master's degrees from Murray
State and her doctorate from
Southern Illinois at Carbondale.
Holmes, professor and chairman of the department of marketing, management and business administration, joined the
business faculty in 2000. He
received his bachelor's degree
from
the
of
University
Louisville, his MBA from the
University of-Kentucky and his
doctorate from the University of
Cincinnati.
Mangold, distinguished professor of marketing and emerging technologies,joined the faculty in 1994. He received his
bachelor's degree from Murray
State and his doctorate of business administration from the
University of Memphis.

New Brighton is on the way just in time
to fill out your wish list There are nest
beads, charms and bracelets We hoe the
new bangle-style charm bracelet.
Niven Morgan candles and gift sets are
here too The gold and the blue fragrance
smells &sine and es eryone loves the hand
lotion
More we, in our great tummy tuck
tights have armed
Lissette Pantalon pants are quickly
becoming our fasonte pant They come in
black, brown. gray and army green They
base a tummy tuck control panel and
come skinny or boot cut They are Kathie
Lee and Hoda.s favorite too from the
Today Shots)
Boots are a big trend this season Are
you wondenng which length skirt to go
smith what height boot'
Ankle boots can go with any hem line
Mid-calf boots look great with skirts with
sharp. clean lines
With knee high boots, skirts should fall
above or below the knee As long as the
boots don't align with the knee, your
good.
With over-the-knee hoots keep it short
Wearing anything that cosers the boot
defeats the purpose
Wearing dark tights. in plain or patterned. with your hoots is a good look this
season
Nest Thursday. Decembcr S 1'-4pm
Meg Cnnenden will he back to do anoth
er accessory seminar We all had so much
fun at the last one - he sure to pin us
It's informative and you look great.
after she accessontes you'
Refreshments and door pntes and lots
of fun
Congratulations to Lydia Russell MN,
won this week's giseaway
Come in the store or "Like" us on
Facehook to he registered
Stay tuned to nest weeks fun and fashion report..
tom.
11
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December 1 - 12
buy one get one 50% off
Vera Bradley Rolling Luggagc
in Boysenberry, Mocha Rouge,
Vera Vera or From A to Vera!

Vintag tvilodsfl
303 N 12th Street
759-2100

2-224-4343

2-224-2541
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Lawyers: Bullet
was switched at
Sirhan Sirhan's trial
By IJNDA DEUTSCH
AP Special Correspondent
LOS ANGELES (AP) Lawyers representing convicted
assassin Sirhan Sirhan argue in
newly filed court documents
that a bullet was switched in
evidence at his trial and new
forensic details show he is innocent of the 1968 killing of Sen.
Robert F. Kennedy.
In the latest of many appeals
tiled on behalf of Sirhan, the
attorneys are seeking to overturn his conviction. They
repeated a previous assertion
and presented reports from
experts who said Sirhan was
programmed through hypnosis
to fire shots as a diversion for
the real killer.
Prosecutors had no comment,
said Lynda Gledhill, a spokeswoman for the California attorney general's office, which is
handling the appeal.
The lawyers, William F.
Pepper and Laurie Dusek, also
said sophisticated audio tests
recently conducted on recordings from the assassination
night show 13 shots from multiple guns were fired — five more
than Sirhan could have fired

AP Photo/Ben Margot, File

In this March 2, 2011, tile
photo, Sirhan Sirhan, 66,
convicted of assassinating
Sen. Robert F. Kennedy in
1968, speaks during a Board
of Parole Suitability Hearing
at the Pleasant Valley State
Prison in Coalinga, Calif.
from his small pistol.
Authorities have claimed
eight bullets were fired, with
three hitting Kennedy and the

rest flying wildly around the
kitchen and striking five other
victims who survived.
Paul Schrade, who was struck
by gunfire, refused to comment
on the new filing, saying he is
working on his own new analysis of the assassination.
Pepper and Dusek argue that
before Sirhan's trial, someone
switched a bullet before it was
placed in evidence because the
bullet taken from Kennedy's
neck did not match Sirhan's
gun. The lawyers suggest a second gun was involved in the
assassination, but they do not
know who fired it.
Pepper said the new evidence
outlined in a 62-page federal
court brief filed in Los Angeles
is sufficient to prove Sirhan is
innocent under the law.
"They put fabricated evidence
into court before the judge and
jury"
Pepper
told
The
Associated Press."We are satisfied that for the first time in 43
years of this case we think we
have the evidence to set this
conviction aside,"
The motion was filed last
week in federal court in Los
Angeles
Whether it has any chance of
success is questionable, said
leading
appellate
lawyer
Dennis Fischer of Santa
Monica.
"It's a longshot in the longest
way," he said, "but they certainly are raising intriguing questions."
He said the passage of time
weighs against defense appeals,
with courts tending to ask what

BETTER BUILT GARAGES INC.
BETTER BUILT BUILDINGS
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We Sell & Install Metal & Shingle Roofing
E-Mail: betterbuilt@wk.net
Web: bbgarages.com
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AP Photo

Sen. Robert F. Kennedy speaks to campaign workers, June 5, 1968, as his wife Ethel, left,
and California campaign manager and speaker of the California Assembly, Jesse Unruh, look
on, at the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles. After making a short speech, Kennedy was shot
in an adjacent room.

took so long to raise the issues.
However, he said federal courts
frequently are willing to take a
closer look at cases in which
governmental misconduct is
alleged, even if it is long after
the fact.
"The current thinking by the
U.S. Supreme Court is these
things need to end," said
Fischer. But he added in case
with such historical importance,
"No one will ever be satisfied."
Sirhan, now 67, a Palestinian
immigrant, was denied parole
after a hearing last March where
he denied any memory of shooting Kennedy on June 5, 1968,
moments after he claimed victory in the California presidential
primary.
Parole officials said he doesn't
understand the enormity of his
crime that changed U.S. history.
. Pepper and Dusek are the latest attorneys to take up Sirhan's
case after his conviction and
argue on his behalf before
parole boards and courts.. All of
his appeals have been turned
down. Pepper. Who has taken on
other unpopular cases including

that of Martin Luther King
assassin James Earl Ray,
stepped in after Sirhan's previous lawyer died. ,
At trial, Sirhan took the witness stand and said he had killed
Kennedy "with 20 years of malice aforethought." He later
recanted
the
confession.
Prosecutors introduced in evidence handwritten diaries in
which he wrote: "RFK must
die."
The latest filing by Pepper and
Dusek relies heavily on a report
by audio analyst Philip Van
Praag who did tests on an audio
recording made by a news
reporter during the shooting.
The expert concluded that 13
shots were fired and that none of
the sounds on the recording
were echoes or other anomalies.
The report also claims that the
sounds of gunfire were not isolated to one spot in the room but
came from different directions.
The lawyers also contend that
Sirhan did not have adequate
assistance of counsel at trial,
noting that his chief attorney,
Grant Cooper, decided Sirhan

was guilty at the outset and
never pursued available defenses.
The Sirhan defense team settled on a claim of diminished
capacity and never denied that
Sirhan was the shooter of
Kennedy, the brief noted.
"Defense counsel did not pursue the issue of a possible substitution of another bullet," the
brief said.
Acknowledging "the difficulty
of retrying a case of this .vintage," the lawyers asked that the
sentence be set aside and Sirhan
set free.
"Petitioner fully understands
that he is likely to be deported to
Jordan where he would hope to
quietly live out the rest of his
life with family and friends, but
at long last he would, at least,
have received long delayed justice," the filing states.
As an alternative, they asked
that the judge set an evidentiary
hearing to reexamine the case.
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NOVEMBER SNOW: Workers in the City of Clinton shovel snow Tuesday morning. Several
of the western counties in the Jackson Purchase received anywhere from 1 to 3 inches of
snowfall, according to local officials.

972 Chestnut Street

DECEMBER 3rd
11:00 A.M. TO 5:00 RM.
New & Special Items
• 7 Books by Theodore Roosevelt,
copyright 1926
• Couture, Louis Vitton, Prada
purses
• Mexican silver bracelet
• Israeli artist, Orit Schatzman,
necklace
• Navaho jewelry with turquoise
and coral
• Tiffany & Co. necklace
• Antique dropleaf secretary/bookcase
• Primitive country chest
• & Much, Much More!
_
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GIRLS PREP
BASKETBALL
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Lady
Lakers fall
to host
Tilghman

""Plib
MURRAY STATE AT WESTERN KENTUCKY
THURSDAY II 7 P.M.•DIDDLE ARENA (BOWLING GREEN, KY)

FUTRELL SCORES
23, WILSON ADDS
11 IN LOSS
AP Photo
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Staff Report
The Calloway County Lady
Lakers and head coach Scott
Sivills got an unxpected surprise
upon their return to the court last
night, falling 69-57 to host
Paducah Tilghman in the opening
game for both teams.
From the outset, things didn't
go the Lady Lakers way as
unusually sloppy play plagued
Calloway in the first half leading
to 15 turnovers before the break.
Coupled with the Lady
Lakers' miscues, the Blue
Tornado were lifted by the return
of junior guard Chelsey
Shumpert, whose torn ACL last
December left Tilghman without
its star player down the stretch.
That said, Shumpert was
smooth in her return, recording
14 points and three assists before
the break, before finishing with a
statline of 23 and 6.
She wasn't the only Blue
Tornado to step up big last night
as teammate Alex Kohler chipped
in 24 of her own to lead the game
in scoring.
As for the Lady Lakers, senior
guard Taylor Futrell led the way
1 with 23 points while Karlee
1 Wilson chipped in 11 of her own.
Calloway County will get a
short break before returning to the
court for the City of Metropolis
RICKY MARTIN Ledger & Times
Murray State junior guard Stacy Wilson puts up a three during the Racers practice Tuesday afternoon at the CFSB Center. Wilson, who had a bit of Tournament at Massac County,
III. December the 5th against
a coming out party for the Racers at the Great Alaska Shootout, is settling into his new role with the Racers as a junior-college transfer.
Ballard Memorial.
The Lady Lakers won't mum
to the friendly confines of Jeffrey
Gymnasium until December 12th
against Carlisle County.

MURRAY STATE TRANSFER,STACY WILSON BEGINNING TO SETTLE IN AS
ONE OF STEVE PROHM'S GO-TO GUYS FROM NEW CROP OF TALENT

By RICKY MARTIN
usually get the best out of him.
"I always play well in the
Sports Editor
All Stacy Wilson knows games we need it most,"
about Thursday's game against Wilson said. "I don't know
Western Kentucky, is what jun- why, it just always happens."
First-year head coach Steve
ior guard Isaiah Canaan has
Prohm hopes such is the case
told him.
Wilson says that alone is Thursday.
The Racers returned to
enough to get him excited.
"He told me there's going to Murray Sunday night, after a
be a lot of hype," Wilson said. nine-day, nearly 10,000 mile
"That it's going to be real roadtrip, which took the
intense and really loud. 1 like Racers to Birmingham, Ala.
then to Alaska before returning
that."
,
Wilson, who transferred to home.
With the extended period
Murray State over the summer
from Coffeyville Community away from Murray, the Racers
College in Kansas, knows his are still trying to catch up on
way around rivalry games, both sleep and energy early in
the week, and a deep bench
however.
Even though the 6-3, slen- will be a huge factor for the
der forward has never been a Racers if they wish to move
part of Murray and Western's their season mark to 8-0
historic rivalry., the sharp- against their fierce rivals to the
shooter says rivalry games east.

Up Next
Murray State at
Western Kentucky
When: Thursday. 7 p.m
Where: Diddle Arena, Bowling Green,
Ky
Radio: WFGS. 103.7 FM
Television: Racer Television Network
Records: Murray State (7-0, 0-0 OVC)
Western Kentucky (2-5. 0-0 Sunbelt)

"We are going to need our
bench to play well, there's no
question," Prolun said. "Stacy
has been terrific for us in the
rol so far, and we need that
from him."
Thus far, Wilson has been
the catalyst for the Racers'
offense as far as bench players
are concerned.
Wilson, who averaged nearly 15 points per game at
Coffeyville last season, came
to Murray State highly regarded for his sweet stroke and

ability to score the basketball ior guard Donte Poole, who
fouled out during regulation.
in a variety of ways.
Once his number was
Still. Wilson says it's taken
some adjustment time getting called, Wilson wasted little
acclamated to his new role time letting his impact be felt.
Wilson scored nine of his 13
inside the Racer offense, particularly coming to Murray points in the second overtime,
and hit the three that ,put the
State as a pure scorer.
"I didn't expect to start Racers up by five, eventually
when I got here," Wilson said. helping Murray State to an 90"I just wanted to help the team. 81 victory.
"That was a good feeling,"
"But I have had to learn
about knowing your role, what Wilson said about his performtournament finale.
you're best at and what you do ance in the
"That was a huge boost for my
and how it helps the team. The
confidence to just come in and
most difficult part of that has
help the team.
been shot selection. Just sim-That let me know that I
ply knowing when to shoot and
have to be ready to come in
when not to shoot."
and help out at anytime."
In Alaska, Wilson actually
Wilson will most likely
did make his way into the start- become more and more relied
ing lineup for two overtime upon as the season progresses,
periods in Saturday's champi- but has already solidified himonship game against Southern
•See WILSON,8A
Mississippi, filling in for sen-

BOYSS PREP
BASKETBALL

Tigers fall
53-45
to host
Reidland
FOSTER LEADS
WAY WITH 14
POINTS
Stitt Report
Taking to the road to open the
2011-12 season, the Murray
High Tigers opened the Joey
Adair era with a tough 53-45
•See TIGERS,8A

BOYS PREP BASKETBALL: UNION crry(TN)60,CALLOWAY COUNTY 55
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Lakers fall in season opener
PARKER ADAMS PUTS UP 18 POINTS
TO LEAD CALLOWAY COUNTY

GREG WADDELL Ledger & Times

Calloway County's Parker Adams had the hot hand on the
night for Lakers, scoring 18 points in the loss.

By GREG WADDELL
Assistant Sports Editor
Tuesday night wasn't kind to
the Calloway County Lakers as
their return to their home court
last night was spoiled in a 60-55
heartbreaker to visiting Union
City (Term.).
Facing a team in love with the
three point shot, the Lakers had
their hands full early staying in
front of a Golden Tornado squad
that boasted speed.
Calloway head coach Bruce
Line said that proved to provide
some matchup problems.
"We did some things well," he
said."but it was hard because they
were a match up problem for us.
We had to guard them man most
of the game and they're smaller
and quicker than we are in most
spots and they shot the three well
tonight. We told the guys that they
shoot a lot of threes and they
made some big ones (last night.)
Some guys for them that have not

been making them made some big
ones and that turned out to be the
difference in the game."
Still, the Lakers showed
resiliency early, refusing to let
Union City pull away by more
than five as the game went back
and forth for much of the first
half. A late rally capped by a
twisting Wade Carter layup with
under five seconds to play in the
half pulled Calloway back into the
contest to bring the score to 23-22
Union City at the break.
The momentum didn't stop
there, however, as Adams got
things started in the Lakers' favor
early in the second half as well,
burying a three pointer just 40
seconds in to give Calloway the
lead again. Freshman Skylar
Hunter would get into a little bit of
trouble shortly after, though, picking up two quick fouls to bring his
total to four.
With Hunter sitting much of
the rest of the half, the Lakers

went to a smaller, quicker lineup deciding factor, pushing the lead
down the stretch which breathed to four.
Still, the biggest diffeirmg in
life into the squad.
From there, Adams would the game may have come is a
catch fire, picking up II points result of pressure applied ott the
over the next seven minutes to defensive end though.
After tossing in nine *aims
will the Lakers into their largest
lead of the night at five but the before the half, Calloway County
Golden Tornado would't go easy center Michael Amen had some
and clawed their way back into trouble getting on the board in the
the game as the score stood dead- second half, recording onit four
locked at 41 at the end of the third points after the break.
"We had trouble getting the
quarter.
After two quick buckets by ball to(Michael) some in the secAdams to open the fourth, Union ond half because they were putCity would go on a tear, reeling ting so much heat on us out front,"
off II straight points to go up Lane said. "That's something
eight with a little over five min- that's going to happen from time
to time this year. (There were)
utes to play.
The Lakers would turn to some good things and bad things;
freshman Connor Wagner at that things we definitely have to work
point and Wagner wouldn't disap- on (like) finding people in transipoint, drilling two three pointers tion. They knocked down some
from the right wing to bring the very big shots on us."
As for his young guys, which
score back to within two at 51-53.
The Golden Tornado would saw three lead the team in scoring
ultimately prove to be too much (Adams,18; Arnett, 13: Wagner,
down the stretch, though, as a 12), Lane said he's pleased with
bucket from Union City big man how they played.
"We played played six freshPeyton Mosely with under three
minutes to play would be the
•See LAKERS,8A
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
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Prep Boys Basketball
Tuesday
Union City ITenn 60 Calioway Co, 55
Marshall Co 77 Ballard Memorial 47
Prep Girls Basketball
Tuesday
Paducah Tilghman 69, Calloway Co. 57
•
Caldwell Co 56. Lyon Co 50
Carlisle Co 56. St Mary 48

USA Today/ESPN Coaches Poll

Photo submitted by Sherry PurdoM

This year Murray Elementary School offered their first third grade tackle football team which finished the year
6-0 after several hard battles. They traveled around the region, playing South Marshall (49-7), Lone Oak (49-0),
Mayfield (21-0), Calloway (28-0), North Marshall (49-0), and Paducah Tilghman (28-21) for a great a great sea- .
son. They ran the wishbone attack just like Murray High School's football Tigers, and were able to move the
ball against every opponent. "I am very proud of the effort these boys put into learning the game of football,
The team is coached by
they had a great work ethic, and were eager to learn" Coach Chris Farmer said.
Farmer.
John
and
Dennison
Brian
coaches,
Farmer, and assistant

From Page 7A
man from time to time and they
played well,- he said. "I thought
Connor played a good second half
and people like Skylar and Wade
(Carter) played well and Clay
(Smodierman), when we put him
in, did his job. Those guys just
have to grow every game. These
are games that are good for us
because (they're) somebody that
can really guard and get out and
hound you a little bit and hopefully it'll pay off for us in the long

GREG WADDELL Ledger & Times

Laker big man Michael Arnett picked up where he left off
after last season's successful campaign, chipping in 13
points.

That doesn't mean the transition was seamless though. One
thing Lane pointed out that his
young Lakers need to work on is
execution.
"We didn't execute down the
stretch,- he said, "but that's kind
of to be expected sometimes when
you're playing guys that haven't
played whole lot."
Still, for the game. Lane said
he set a goal of turning in 12
turnovers or less. After recording
just at the mark, he said his guys
passed that test. Against a team
like Union County, that didn't
appear to be something to take for

granted.
"I thought we handled the
pressure pretty good but we just
had some key turnovers and that's
the way it usually works against
people like that," he said. "They
score out of the turnovers. When
you make one they usually turn it
into points but I though we handled the pressure pretty good.
They're a team that likes to get out
and press and get into the passing
lane and that's where they've
made a living for years doing that
down there. I thought they hurt us
some tonight with it but not so
much that it cost us the game."
The Lakers will get their next
against
challenge Saturday
Massac County, Ill., as they travel
to Marshall County for the
Marshall County Hoopfest.

Union City
Calloway County

11 12 18 19-60
10 12 19 14 —55

Union City(1-0)— Dickerson 15. Mosely
9. Simpson 6. Boucher 6. DeBerry 6. T
Lewis 6 Hyde 5, K Lewis 4. Crumbe 0
Calloway Co.(0-1) — Adams 18 Amett
13 Wagner 12 Schwenman 6, Hunter 4
Carter 2

Top 25
Record Pts Pvs
1 Kentucky (22) 6-0 765 2
2 Ohio State (8) 6-0 748 3
5
6-0 701
3 Syracuse (1)
7-0 691 6
4 Duke
5 North Carolina 5-1 628 1
5-0 620 7
6 Louisville
7 Wisconsin
6-0 530 11
5-0 509 10
8 Baylor
4-1 493 9
9 Florida
6-1 456 4
10 Connecticut

7
443
43i 44
7_4
4
11. Xavier
12 Alabama
6-0 356
13 Missouri
3-2 342
14. Kansas
5-1 310
15 Michigan
16. Marquette
7
°9
38
1 2
5-0
517 Pittsburgh
4-0 248
18 Gonzaga
5-1 200
19 Vanderbilt
6
45
2 18
7-0
2
20 UNLV
21 Memphis
5-0 104
22 Creighton
5-1 98
23 California
24 Mississippi State7-1 86
6-0 78
25 Saint Louis

3
12
21
14
15
7
16
19
22
8
NA
25
18
NR
NR

Others receiving votes: Texas A&M 63,
Harvard 61, Arizona 27, Florida State
25, Purdue 25, Northwestern 23. San
Diego State 20. Cleveland State 12,
Georgetown 8, Michigan State 8, Illinois
7, George Mason 3. Indiana 3, Marshall
3. Washington 3, Texas 2, Cincinnati 1
Stant/3rd 1

Logan Foster scored 14
points to lead the Tigers while
loss to host Reidland.
Dante Howard added 12 in his
The Tigers kept the game
first game in the black and gold
close for much of the first 24
and Eric Warm picked up seven
minutes, though, trailing by a
of his own.
slim 22-18 margin going into the
Dylan Boone (4), Daniel
on
went
half but the Greyhounds
Nisbet (3), Torrence Williams
a run from then on and by the
(2)and Andre Phillips(1)roundtime the final whistle blew, they
ed out the scoring for Murray
had extended their lead to eight.
while Jared Burnett was the
Murray didn't help themleading scorer for Reidland with
selves from the free throw line
13.
as the Tigers converted just 44
The Tigers next game will
percent of their 18 attempts from
come Tuesday, December 6
the charity stripe.
against Community Christian.

just have to keep getting better
From Page 7A
everyday during practice."
self as solid production off a
As far as Thursday night
bench that had several people goes, Wilson says he's just lisaround the Ohio Valley tening to any advice that's out
Conference wondering how there, while preparing just like
deep the Racers could go prior usual.
to the start of the season.
"What I've heard sc\far is
Meanwhile. Wilson says the that it's a big game," he said.
only thing he can do is to just -Everyone is looking forward
keep working towards the to that game. We are going to
greater goal — winning an approach it like any other
OVC Championship.
game, though. We are going to
"I can't settle for anything go in, play hard and hopefully
right now," Wilson said. "I've come out with a win."
"I've always won in rivalry
been playing better, and I've
started to adjust and under- • games, and I don't want to
stand things a lot better, but I start losing now."
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Saturday, December 3
Women's basketball
vs. Saint Louis University
at 7 00 pm

MURRAY STATE
Eleshia Brandon, Assistant Vice President,
with husband, Ricky, and daughter, Rachel

Bring a new toy to
• e game and receiv

- for the UT Martin
game en
December

If you're like most people, your support base is your
family. It's like that at The Murray Bank, too. Being
the only locally chartered bank in Calloway County
means you know our officers and staff personally.
They're the folks you grew up with, go to church with
and interact with on a regular basis, just like family.
You'll be treated like family here. Whether you're
looking for the perfect mortgage, a business account
or your child's first savings account, stop by
The Murray Bank today. Our family will give you
something to smile about.
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Special to the Ledger
Smart quiz.
Dr.
Jimmy
Couch,
"National
Neurologist/Epileptologist, and Epilepsy
the staff of the West Kentucky Awareness
Epilepsy Center at Murray- Month is an
Calloway County Hospital opportunity to
encourage residents to "Get rally the comSeizure Smart" during National munity to raise
Epilepsy Awareness Month.
awareness of
The Epilepsy Foundation calls epilepsy arid
Couch
for Americans to learn to recog- find a cure,"
nize the signs and symptoms of said Tony Coelho, interim
a seizure and know how to chief executive officer of the
respond if someone. is having a Epilepsy Foundation. "These
seizure. The Campaign website, organizations understand the
www.getseizuresmart.org, fea- importance of this commitment
tures downloadable fact sheets, and this campaign."
short videos and other resources . Couch first opened the West
to help people recognize a Kentucky Epilepsy Center in
seizure and know how to 2009, one of only 145 certified
respond. Supporters can test Epilepsy Centers in the nation
their knowledge by taking the by the National Association of
interactive online Get Seizure Epilepsy Centers. In 2010,

Couch began a monthly
Epilepsy Support Group, which
meets the second Thursday of
every month. Through the support group, patients and their
friends and family can find the
support they need.
"Over the past year, we have
had a lot of success through the
support group," Couch said. "It
is a safe and welcoming environment that offers comfort and
encouragement; our members
really benefit from it and all are
welcome."
The next meeting of the
Epilepsy Support Group is
Thursday, Dec. 8, at 6 p.m. in
Suite 301 E of the Medical Arts
building at 200 South 8th Street
in Murray. For more information, call 762-1566.
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MCCH observes National Medical
Staff Services Awareness Week
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Photo by Kyser Lough / Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Pictured, from left, are Vicki Parks, VP of Finance, Vicki Emerson, Medical Staff Coordinator
and Jerry Penner, CEO.

Photo provided

PERIOPERATIVE NURSES WEEK: Registered nurses at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
were recently recognized as part of Penoperative Nurses Week. These RNs work to provide a
systematic process that involves critical thinking to guide their actions and focus on providing
the best possible patient care. Pictured, from left, are Jill Asher, RN, CNOR. RNFA; Sheryl
Chapman, RN: Lisa Ellis. RN; Cheryl Graham, RN; Penney Irvin, RN; Kristin Tynes. RN; Meg
Whiteside, RN: Eric Bourne. RN. CNOR, and Seivi Loganathan, RN. Not pictured are
Catherine Gulley, RN; Vanessa Lyons. RN. MSN. RN, CNOR, Lisa Mallard, RN: Jennifer
McGee. RN: and Shannon Waddell. RN.

Special to the Ledger
National
Medical
Staff
Services Awareness Week was
recently observed at MurrayCalloway County Hospital with
a luncheon for Vicki Emerson,
Medical Staff Coordinator.
Emerson is the 2011 President
of the Southwest Chapter of
KAMSS(Kentucky Association
of Medical Staff Services. She
also services on the Board of
Directors for KAMSS and is a
member of the KAMSS
Education Committee.
In 1992, President George
H.W. Bush issued a proclamation designating the first week
of November as National
Medical
Services
Staff
Awareness Week to acknowl-

edge and thank these profes- ance, and provider relations in
sionals for playing an important the diverse healthcare industry.
role in the nation's healthcare They credential, thoroughly
system.
investigate, verify credentials
The American
Medical and monitor ongoing compeAssociation-Organized Medical tence of the physicians and
Staff Section also recognizes other practitioners who provide
the medical services profession patient care services in hospiin a resolution that, in part, tals, managed care organizastates "The importance and tions and other healthcare setvalue of medical services pro- tings.
fessionals to the healthcare
Although these professionals
organization and its physician are important members of commembers and recognizes their munity's healthcare team, visicontribution and dedication in tors probably won't ever meet
preserving quality patient care." them or know their names. But
Medical services profession- because of them,, the communials are experts in provider cre- ty can rest assured the practidentialing and privileging. med- tioners are properly educated.
ical staff organization, accredi- licensed and trained, and are
tation and regulatory compli- qualified to provide care.

Ohio county takes 8-year-old from mother
THOMAS J. SHEEFtAN
Associated Press
CLEVELAND (AP) — The
case of an 8-year-old third-grader weighing more than 200
pounds has renewed a debate on
whether parents should lose custody if a child is severely obese.
Roughly 2 million U.S. children are extremely obese —
weighing significantly more
than what's considered healthy.
A Cleveland Heights boy was
taken from his family and was
placed in foster care in October

alter county case workers said agency said Monday it stood by
his mother wasn't doing enough its custody move, which was
to control his weight. The boy, approved by a judge.
"We have worked very hard
at his weight, is considered at
risk for developing such dis- with this family for 20 months
eases as diabetes and high blood before it got to this point,"
pressure. Government growth agency Administrator Patricia
charts say most boys his age Rideout said.
Rideout said the issue has creweigh about 60 pounds.
Cuyahoga County removed ated a buzz among agency staff
the boy because case workers members and she has heard
considered the mother's inability was a popular Internet item. She
to get his weight down a form of said she was following state law
medical neglect. The county's in withholding the boy's name in
Children and Family Services his best interest.

Dr. Richardson completed his residency in podiatry
at University Hospitals Richmond Medical Center
and the Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, Ohio.
He received his medicai degree from the Ohio
College of Podiatric Medicine.Cleveland.
He is a member of the Kentucky Podiatric
MedicalAssociatiOn and the American Podiatric
Medical Associatton
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0
on your balance up to $20,000

Reward Rate Requirements Per Qualification Cyr.*
Hevi- 12 Visa Check Card Trati,lactions Post and Clew
1
. Have One Direct Deposit or ACH Auto Dehst Post

Personal Magazine
Recognizes
e-Rewerds as one of
the highest yielding
checking accounts c
in the USA! _
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4. Receive Eke:trona Statements
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'360% Annual Percentage Yield(AP)paid On balances between one penny and $20.000 and 0.754
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time often the account IS opened. No Minimum Balance Required However you must deposit a minimum of S tOO to
open this account Available to Personal Accounts only tone poi social security numberi, No monthly service charge
ATM fee refunds up to 525 per statement cycle If requirements me met.

OFFICE LOCATION
Jackson Purchase Medical Offices
1029 Medical Center Circle. Suite 406
•Mayfietd. KY 42066
For more
information,
call 251-4060.

lackson Purchase
Medical Center
faceboolccomiiacksonpurchase

1721 North 12th Street • Murray
1-888-226-5669 or 270-753-9067
www.yourlifeyourbank.com
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060
Help Wanted

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

DRIVERS-

QC

To: Unknown Father
In Re: the Adoption of JOSHUA ALEXANDER ALLEN
BOB: 09-20-2011

Immediate Openings for
CDL-A drivers!

NON RESIDENT NOTICE

It is further ordered that this Notice be published for four (4
consecutive weeks in the MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
This being the

day of

2011
PAUL R. HUTHCEFtSON, BPR/1022857
Attorney for Petitioners

SUSAN B. COLLINS
CLERK & MASTER

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation
Center 2607 Main Street Benton, KY
42025 admits and serves patients
equally without regard to race, color,
creed, religion, or national origin.
EOE/AAE

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
The City of Murray Kentucky is soliciting proposals
from qualified professionally licensed electrical contractors to provide back-up electrical power generators and the necessary installation services, for Fire
Station 1, Fire Station 2 and the Police
Department.
Interested parties may receive a copy of the
'Request for Proposal" by visiting the City Clerk at
City Hall located at 104 North 5th Street Monday Friday between 8am and 5pm. The "Request for
Proposal" document may also be accessed by visiting the City of Murray website at
www.murrayky.gov under the announcement heading.
A tour of the facilities that the equipment will be
installed in will take place at Fire Station 1 on
December 1, 2011 at 9 a.m. The deadline to submit
completed proposals is 5 p.m. on December 6th,
2011.
If you have any questions please contact Eric
Pologruto at 762-0320.

Notice

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
Top Prices Paid F"
; Gcvci & Sqvor
LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS

Are you planning
Special Event or
'Mud a place to
"
meet?
• Kent The
Woodmen of
The World Hall
f2101153-4117- Pay
. (V 412-5105- flIghl
050
Lost end Fourid
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved on* we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753.1916

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753'6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

QUALITY
CARRIERS

DAVID LEE ALLEN and wife.
FAITH ASHLAND ALLEN
Petitioners

In this cause, it appearing from the Petition which is sworn to that
Unknown Father is a non-resident of the State of Unknown. Therefore, you are
hereby required to serve upon Paul R. Hutcherson, Attorney at Law, P.O. Box 199,
Dresden, Tennessee 38225, and answer to the Petition on or before the
day of
2011. If you fail to do so, judgment by default will be taken against
you for the relief described in the complaint. A copy of said Petition may be
obtained for the Clerk and Master of said Court.

Automotive tech for
well established dealership Send resume to
P.O. Box 148 Murray,
KY 42071 Attn: HR
Manager

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you
EXPERIENCED
Service Technicians
and Helpers needed for
local HVAC Company.
Service Technicians
must hold a current
Kentucky Journeyman
License and be EPA
certified.
Tools
required. Salary based
on
experience.
Company benefits and
retirement package.
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-R Murray,
KY 42071.
LOCAL office needs
part-time help. Send
resume to: Office, P.O.
Box 1444. Murray, KY
42071.
PART-TIME bookkeeper. Can work from
home. Flexible hours.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 630. Murray, KY
42071.

060
Help Wanted
PEPPERS
Chevy,
Buick, and GMC sales
position available.
Apply at
Peppers. 2420 E.
Wood St Paris, TN.
38242.
(731) 642-3900
REAL Estate agent. 1st
Kentucky Reality. 270978-1202
RECEPTIONIST-THIS
position provides a first
voice to our customers.
which reflects the company's image of professional quality service.
Position directs a high
volume of incoming
calls and persons contacting
our
office.
Team members are
expected to work well
in a team environment,
help each other, work
hard and have fun.
Requirements-experience using MS Word,
MS Excel and internet,
excellent
customer
service skills, must
have fnendly and positive attitude and excellent verbal and written
communication skills.
To apply for this position, please submit
resume to: customerservice questpharor
maceuticals.com
apply in person at
Quest Pharmaceuticals
300 East Chestnut
Street in Murray.

SAFETY
DIRECTOR
UPG in Paducah has
an opening for a
safety director, must
be experienced in
safety, degree or
expenence required.
Please call Eric at
450-4145 or toll free
at 1-800-874-4427
ext. 145 or email to
egibson@upgas.com

Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

Wont to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting.
refrigerator.
Stove,
electnc & gas heater.
storm windows.
753-4109
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

731-2
270-2

Help NNW
Services Offered

IN THE CHANCERY OF WEAKLEY COUNTY,TENNESSEE

.$5,000 Sign-on BONUS for
owner operators
•$1,000 Sign-on BONUS for
Company Drivers
'Company Drivers Avg. $1,000
Plus per week
'Regional & OTR Lanes
•Good Weekly Hometime
•Local, Regional, & OTR
'Tank & Hazmat Required, or
Must be Willing to Obtain
Call Scott: 888-472-6440 or apply at:
www.Work40C.com

Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins,
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves,
quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets.
Randy Brandon
293-6999
150
Articles
For Sale
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
has
at
bargains
Trends-N-Treasures
Buy/appraise
coins
270-753-4161
Floral sofa and love
seat. Excellent condition. $300 O.B.O.
Coffee table and two
end tables. Best offer.
753-6236
Singer
Sewing
machine in cabinet
model 6268 with 8
extra
cartridges.
$250.00. 753-0618
mr=
155

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units.
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721.
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12pm. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NEW apartment in
$550.00/mo.
Hazel.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mum-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
Several 2BR duplexs
available
now.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

WARD-ELKINS
605 [South 12th St

(270) 7531713

16x80, 3BR, 2BA
mobile home on 1 acre
lot on Jessica Ln. $500
down with approved
credit. For appointment
call Todays Homes id
270-527-5645

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2-BR brick duplex.
Located 609 Elm St.
Quiet,
residential
neighborhood. Close to
hospital,
school,
Weaks Center. C/H/A.
w/d, dw, disposal, carport. 10x20 covered
deck with lights and
ceiling fan. $6004400
deposit moves you in.
Available Dec. 1st
293-2797.
4BR, 2BA $550/mo
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
let Full Mo. Rent Free
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
[505 Diuguid Drive
I BR & 2BR Apts.
270-753-8556
111131-8N-545-1833
Ext. 283
room opportunity

cir

David
Imprc
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
010

Murray

Houses For Rent
2BR, 1BA house in
Hazel. C/H/A, appliances furnished, must
show references. No
pets. 270-293-3522 or
270-978-2174
3 Bedrooms, 2 Bath,
unfurn, city schools,
central heat & air,
stove. fridge, dishwasher, WfD hookup.
2-car
garage, big
fenced
back yard,
Melrose Drive, Annual
lease $875, Tel
270-873-4791.
3-5BR available now.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
3BR, 1BA appliances
furnished. $625/mo +
deposit. lyr. lease.
978-0742
CLOSE to campus! 4
bedroom rental house.
References, 1 year
lease. Available immediately.
No
pets.
$750/mo
$750/dep
436-5085
MSU students welcome
313R, 1 BA.
Cff-1/A,
detached
garage, W/D included.
1 year lease, no pets.
lmi West of Murray city
limits on US 121 N.
$650/mo. $650/security deposit. Call Judy 0
270-753-1718
Small
rental
2BR
house. $425 rent, $425
227-6431,
deposit.
293-6156

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
( orner of 121 S. & Glendale.
IOXIO $25 10x15 S40
(270) 436-2524
(270) 293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.
ommercial Prop.
For Sale

For Sale
Commetriel Business
Well established
small engine sales &
service repair
business in Murray.

Serious inquiries
only

MINI
STORAGE
111116.--1111111111
Size Units • Climate cent
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

812 Whttnell Ave.

Pas ing. ticalcoating
& Hauling
TONY TR %\lYs

753-3853

270-753-2279

FOR RENT.

L

104

Pa"

g

Sp<v_etr• i,,ii he modified
to meet moividual
needs If you are in
need of office space call
270-752-0201

RETAIL Store in Hazel.
+/-.
SF
5000
$750.00/month
270-492-8211

English
reg.
AKC
Bulldog puppies. 1st
shots. 270-335-3943
270-994-3915
http://bodaciousbulldogs.us
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.

Reel UM

if you've got it, we can store it

AM real estate advertised herein
is subiev-t to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discnmina
non bawd on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discnrninalion
State laws torbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on faders in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is we in violation i,t the law. All
person, are hereby informed
that all dwelling,
.ad,noised anavailabk, on an equal opportu
nth hams.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements cc,ntact NAA counsel
Rene r Milam,(703)MB-100).

WM MINING
9..ownvonr•

From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do It All'
No Job To Small'
270-873-9916
or visit our website
kentuckylake
remode)ing.com
FREE ESTIMATES

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St.
Lights, Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905
Services Offered

PADUCAH Real Estate
4 week Licensing Class
starts 1-3-12. $320
down, use tax refund
pay balance. Text/call
270-223-0789.
deloise.adams gmail.
corn

H I E ectnc

Professionals
293-7872
NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

*Trimming
*Removal
•Stump Grinding
•Firewood
'Insured

(270) 489-2839

G&14
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Offered
I

Rest of KV/TNI

I
i
1
I
I

3 mo.
$70.50
6 mo
$90.00
1 yr
-......$120.00

i Put-rear & Fitlt howl,

I Check

I

227-0587
I
All Carpentry Const.
additons, I
Remodel,
decks, vinyl siding, I
home/ mobile home I
1
repair.
Larry Nimmo
II
753-0353
I

All Other Mail
1
Subscriptions
I
3 mo.
$75.00 I
6 mo.
$96.00 1
$145.00 1
1 yr.

Money Order

Visa

MI('

Name
St. Address
.
CIty
State

_

Zip

Daytime Ph.

I
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS I
(270) 293-8726 OR I
1
759-5534
•
Chuck Van Buren
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'Dilandmotorsales.com
270-753-4461

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.

SBG Real Property

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

270-293-5624

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A
Womans Touch
Cleaning Service. We
do total cleaning from
attic to basement.
27yrs experience. Call
Sue @ 270-436-2216,
732-690-8004

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.

Used Cars

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

270-210-6267
LOCAL-TREE Service
Tree Removal
Trimming
Stump Grinding
& More
Fully Insured

Beautiful brick home.
2,000sqft. 3BR, 3BA, 2
car garage, carport,
3acres, lake, 4MI to
Murray. $2491,000.00.
731-247-6193

Two story 3BR. I
- BA.
All appliances included
on 4 acres. Located
between
Wildcat
Recreation Area and
Irvin Cobb Resort.
564,000.00. 293-5587

SAWMILL;
$3997- MA
& Save Mc
your own t
Lumber an
sion. In sto
ship. FREE
DVD:
www.Norw.

75379562'
www hillelevtnc.com

2.5 story brick house
with barn on 8 scenic
acres. Price reduced
Call 293-7252 to view
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Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

Since 1986
Res., Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed 84 Insured
All jobs - big or small
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We Finance
Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Art Notice

DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service
270-293-8192

GARLANt
RENTAL

270-978-1187

[calProp For Rent

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping.
excavator, back hoe,
hauling. Accept major
credit cards. 978-0343.
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Gallimore Electrical Conti i,

MITCHELL'S
LAWN &
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VISA

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Water Damaged Roors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
WiH Do Insurance Work
Vlsa & MasterCard kceOteC

'vices Offered

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
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ESTIMATES

Sarviats Offered

Sonless Nand
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
Serving Murray
Calloway County for
over 40 years
Free estimates
270-753-5827

Wednaday, November 30, 2011 • 3B

SUDOKU
Concept's SudoKu

8

227-0906
FREE ESTIMATES

$$ We will save
YOU money $s
Free Estimates
References

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service and mowing.
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance. Free estimates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance

(270) 703-0978
(270) 205-6063

Owner:
Greg Mansfield
(270) 293-8480

GOT LEAVES?

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Leaf Vacuum

MI Yew Septic Needs

• Service

• weekly & special pickups
• locally cwned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Leaf relief is just a
phone call away!

Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Grovel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

Need help

Call us we will
be glad to help.

753-5726

HILL SEPTIC
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EXCAVATION
f. TRUCKING

4

Promoting your
Business?

Murray Ledger
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270-753-1916

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
One order, One check.
One smart move! Save
time and money by
making one call to
place a 25-word classified in 70 Kentucky
newspapers for only
$250. For more information, contact the
classified department
of this newspaper or
call KPS 1-502-2238821
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
SAWMILLS from only
$3997- MAKE Money
& Save Money with
your own bandmill- Cut
Lumber any dimension. In stock ready to
ship. FREE info &
DVD:
www.NorwoodSawmills

.com 1-800-578-1363
Ext.300N
HELP WANTED
FOREMEN to lead utility field crews. Outdoor
physical work, many
positions, paid training.
$17/hr. Plus weekly
performance bonuses
after promotion, living
allowance when traveling, company truck
and benefits. Must
have strong leadership
skills, good driving history, and able to travel
in Kentucky and nearby states. Email
resume to
Recruiter6@osmose.c
om or apply online at
www.OsmoseUtilities.c
om EOE M/F/DN
INSTRUCTIONAL

Airlines Are HiringTrain for hands on
Aviation Career. FAA
approved program.
Financial aid if qualified. Job placement
assistance. CALL
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance 688-2072053
ALLIED HEALTH
Career TrainingAttend college 100%
online. Job placement
assistance. Computer
available. Financial Aid
if qualified. SCHEV
Certified. Call 800-4819409
www.C,enturaOnline.co
rn
EARN COLLEGE
DEGREE ONLINE.
'Medical,'Business,
'Criminal Justice. Job
placement assistance.

Computer available.
Financial Aid if qualified. SCHEV Certified.
Call 866-460-9765
www.CenturaOnline.co
SERVICES
DIVORCE with or without children $125.
Includes name change
and property settlement agreement.
FREE information.
SAVE Hundreds. Fast
& Easy. Call 1-888789-0198. 24/7
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
25 Driver Trainees
Needed! Learn to drive
for TMC
Transportation! Earn
$750 per week! No
experience needed!

Local CDL Training'
Job ready in 3 weeks!
1-877-243-1812
APPLY NOW! CDL
Driver Trainees in
Demand! Get your
CDL Training in 16
days at Truck Amenca
Training and go to
work! VA APPROVED!
Tuition financing available. 1st yr. avg. $38$40,000 per ATA
(502)955-6388 or
(866)244-3644
CALL NOW!
International Truck
Driving School/ BIM
Trucking Company
Now taking Students!
No CDL, No problem!
STATE WIA PROGRAM if qualified, or
Financing available.
888-780-5539

CDL Training- Career
Central' No money
down CDL Training.
Work for us or let us
work for you!
Unbeatable Career
Opportunities. 'Trainee
'Company Driver
't ease Operator eam
up to $51k 'Lease
Trainers earn up to
580k (877)369-7192
www.centraltruckdrivingiobs.com
Class-A COL Training,
Delta Career Academy
WIA Approved. Job
placement assistance.
Tuition reimbursement
available. Hinng for
TMC/ Werner. BBB
Accredited. Mt.
Sterling, KY 859-4989988, 800-883-0171
Class-A Drivers We
have the lob for

YOU'," Local and
Regional- Home Daily.
Hiring in the Louisville.
Lexington and Corbin
Areas Great Pay and
Benefits 877-4733935
www abdrtvers com
Driver- Stable Career.
No experience
Needed' Sign-On
Bonuses Available'
Top industry pay &
quality training, 100%
Paid CDL Training
800-326-2778
wwwJoinCRST.corn
Drivers- CDL-A DRIVERS NEEDED' We
Have The Miles' OTR
positions available'
Teams Needed"
Class-A CDL &
Hazmat Req d 800942-2104 Ext 7307 or
7308 www totalms com

Drivers- CDL-A Need
Extra Cash for the
Holidays? Expenence
Pays! Up to $3,000
Bonus. Sign-On
Bonus! Get the money
& respect you deserve!
6 mos. OTR exp &
CDL Req'd. CALL
TODAY! 877-521-5775
www.usatrucklobs
Dnvers- CDL-A OTR
drivers Start up to 44c
per mile!! Lease purchase available! Great
Hometime. Expenence
Regd. 800-441-4271
xKY-100
HornadyTransportation
.corn
Drivers- Owner
Operators Needed!
Dedicated runs from
KY to Louisiana and
Texas and back to KY

Have Regional and
Long haul as well.
Vans, Flats, Reefers
and Step decks welcome. Must have own
tractor. Trailers available. Call anytime at
502-797-1344.
Flatbed Dnvers. New
Pay Scale- Start it
.37cpm. Up to .04cpm
Mileage Bonus. Home
Weekends, Insurance
& 401K Apply @
Boydandsons.com
800-648-9915
Run with A Leader! Dry
Van and Flatbed
Freight! Offenng Top
miles, excellent equipment, benefits after 90
days and regular home
time. NEW CDL
GRADUATES NEEDED! 888-801-5295
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Doris Day sings out for first time in 17 years
LOS ANGELES (AP) Doris Day, America's pert,
honey-voiced sweetheart of the
1950s and 1960s, beguiled audiences with her on-screen
romances
opposite
top
Hollywood leading men Cary
Grant, Rock Hudson and Jack
Lemmon.
She adored and misses them
all, says the 88-year-old Day.
But her deepest yearning is
reserved for her late son Terry
Melcher, a record producer
whose touch and voice are part
of Day's first album in nearly
two decades.
"Oh, I wish he could be here
and be a part of it. I would just
love that. But it didn't work out
that way," Day said, her voice
subdued. It's a voice rarely heard
since she withdrew from
Hollywood in the early 1980s to
the haven she made for herself
in the Northern California town
of Cannel.
"My Heart," set for a Dec. 2
U.S. release, has induced Day to
edge back to public attention.
The CD includes 13 previously
unreleased tracks recorded over
a 40-year span, including covers
of Joe Cocker's "You Are So
Beautiful,"
Lovin'
the
Spoonful's "Daydream" and a
handful of standards. All proceeds go to Day's longtime
cause, animal welfare.
A condensed version of the
album was released in Britain
earlier this fall and landed on the
top 10 chart.
Melcher, who worked with
bands including the Byrds and
the Beach Boys, produced most
of the songs and sang on two.
He died of melanoma in 2004 at

age 62,leaving a void that draws
tears from Day when she speaks
of him.
"I loved doing it and having
Terry with me. That was important, just for me," she said in an
interview from Carmel. "I
wouldn't think it would be what
it is. ... I just love that he is on it.
And I miss him terribly, but I
have that."
The album's release coincides with new recognition for
the actress and singer.
It was announced this week
that her recording of "Que Sera,
Sera" ("Whatever Will Be, Will
Be"), featured in Alfred
Hitchcock's 1956 thriller "The
Man Who Knew Too Much"
starring Day and Jimmy
Stewart, will be included in the
Grammy Hall of Fame. In
January, Day is to be honored
with the Los Angeles Film
Critics Association's career
achievement award.
And that career was storied.
She once ruled the box office in
a string of fluffy comedies
including "Pillow Talk" with
Hudson and "That Touch of
Mink" opposite Grant, movies
that showcased her verve and
fresh-faced sexiness. Her sweet
vocals helped make hits of pop
tunes including "Sentimental
Journey" and Oscar-winners
"Que Sera, Sera" and "Secret
Love."
On screen, Day often played
the determined single career girl
who could be swept off her feet
by such irresistible suitors as
Grant or three-time co-starHudson. She was also the loving
wife and mother in such movies
as "Please Don't Eat the Daisies"

(1960), with David Niven.
Day came off as a straightshooter who didn't let her beauty
go to her head; she was no "Mad
Men" toy. Granted, she was too
ladylike to fit the definition of a
dame, in the parlance of her
early career. But she could hold
her ground without fraying the
hem of her tone-perfect cinematic femininity,'or her co-star's
masculinity.
She ventured into exceptions
to her signature romantic-comedies, most notably the Hitchcock
thriller and "Love Me or.Leave
Me" from 1955, in whichi Day
played jazz singer Ruth Etting in
the story of Etting's career and
tempestuous marriage.
Day said she had no quarrel
with the studio system under
which she worked, one in which
her films were largely dictated.
She had stumbled into the craft,
after all, pushed from band and
club singer to actress by her
agent. Day got the first role she
tested for, in 1948's "Romance
on the High Seas," and sailed on
from there.
"I was just put there, put
there, put there. And I've never
gotten over that. How could life
be so good for me and I was
never looking? I was never looking for it," she said.
As for her personal life, she.
said, "There are always things
that you go through that aren't
perfect.' For Day, that included
three divorces and widowhood.
When her third husband died,
she learned that he and a business partner had lost her multimillion-dollar fortune.
Her decision to leave Los
Angeles and the industry behind

was an impromptu one, Day
said. She had regularly visited
Cannel-By-The-Sea, decided it
suited her and made the move up
the California coast and away.
"I just loved what I was
doing. But then, when I came up
here. I thought well, I had my
turn, and that's just fine. And the
other people are coming up and
starring and it was their turn. I
didn't think a thing about not
working," she said.
Instead, she devoted herself
to promoting the well-being of
animals with the Doris Day
Animal Foundation, which she
created in 1978 and which is the
new album's beneficiary. Her
own pets. including some halfdozen cats, have it good: She
built a glass-ceiling extension
off her house so the felines can
enjoy the view without the risks
of going outside.
Why the attention to animals? "They're the most perfect
things on Earth," Day replied.
"They're loyal. They love you.
And they'll never forget you.... I
think they're put here for us to
learn what love is all about."
They're also steadfast companions as her circle of family
and friends has been narrowed
by death. She's still in regular
touch with two-time co-star
James Garner but she notes
sadly how many other colleagues have passed away.
Although dampened by loss,
the buoyancy that infused her
work in movies and music
remains part of Day.
4
"Life Is Just a Bowl of
Cherries", a snappy tune turned
it into "beautiful ballad," Day
said.

Review shows scholarships to for-profit colleges
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FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — amid allegations of fraud and
A newspaper's review has found inadequate accreditation.
that Kentucky has paid $97 milSome state lawmakers say
lion for scholarships since 1999 the issue of which schools get
to for-profit colleges, including state aid should be discussed in
some that are under investiga- the next General Assembly
tion.
which begins in January.
A review of public records by
That's because there's not
the Lexington Herald-Leader enough financial aid for all the
found that nearly 8 percent of students who apply,according to
need-based, student aid goes to state House Education chairman
colleges
for-profit
Carl Rollins, D-Midway.
(http://bit.ly/t6CS8x). That's
Rollins said in the 2010-11
double the national average,
academic
year that 37,836 stuNational
the
according to
dents
received
$59 Million from
Association of State Student
need-based
the
College Access
which
Programs,
Grant and Aid
found that only four states give Program while 76,025 students
seeking $119 million were
more.
Among for-profit schools in turned away
Other states, such as Ohio,
Kentucky to receive state aid
are
moving to reduce how much
in
College
was
Decker
Louisville, which closed after state aid goes to for-profit coldeclaring bankruptcy in 2005 leges, saying state colleges

Horoscope

by Jacquelin Blgar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Dec. 1, 2011:
You are a cordial, sociable sign. This year is no exception. You will
want to network and have even more interactions with people. Your
ability to appraise situations is enhanced by an innate grasp of body
language. If you are single, you could meet people so easily that you
are almost constantly on a date! You will know when it's the right
person. If you are attached, the two of you enjoy hanging with each
other. PISCES can cause a lot of stress in your life.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Step back and understand what is happening within your
immediate circle. Be a cynic financially. You know that money doesn't grow on trees. Revamp a project with an eye to greater gains.
Refuse to take comments personally. Tonight: Vanish while you can.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You might be overlooking a special opportunity. Don't worry
about it, but be more alert. Sometimes an important offer won't repeat
itself. Keep your mind clear. Make it OK to think more sophisticated
thoughts. Tonight: Where the fun is.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You demand a lot of attention. Your laughter and easy style
make a big difference. You might see a partner change dramatically
in a significant area. Remain optimistic. You are akin to a cat with
nine lives! Tonight: A must show.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You might be a bit out of kilter when dealing with daily routine matters. Let others do it, if they want to. Your mind drifts, and
often you might not be present in a conversation. Use this mental
state for research or considering a new project. Tonight: Break patterns.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might not have as much of a choice as you would like
when dealing with an issue. Someone else, who is also involved,
decides to take the lead. That is not to say that you won't like or
approve of his or her leadership. Relate directly if possible. Tonight:
Dinner for two.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Defer to others, understanding what is happening behind the
scenes. Even it you want to be low-key, it appears that too many people are around to have any privacy. Your popularity might be exhausting. Pace yourself. You can do it. Tonight: Sort through the many invitations.
URA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** How you handle yourself and the choices you make could
define the success of a personal or professional relationship. You
tumble into a whirlwind of activity set off by a partner or loved one.
Your ability to adjust and identify with others emerges. Tonight: At

home.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your immense creativity plays out in a very dramatic way.
Much about you has changed -- above all, your self-expression. That
transformation, combined with a surge of imagination, could create

joy and wonderful ideas. Tonight: Only where you want to be.
whose budgets are being cut
Candace Bensel, executive SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
should get aid for their students director of the Kentucky era** You have ways of making a point so that others will never forget the message. Just how hard you want to clobber someone is your
first.
Association of Career Colleges call. Perhaps letting this person deal with his or her conscious might
The move comes as the fed- and Schools, said for-profit col- be more effective. Tonight: Mosey on home.
eral government and states are leges should remain eligible for CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
scrutinizing for-profit colleges'
state aid. She said students *** Being aware of your financial situation is critical at this time of
advertising,
student
loan
year, or, for that matter, at any time of year. One gift might be far more
decide where they want to go for important than any other. Once more, you might decide to go in
defaults and teaching quality.
and the aid another direction here. Tonight: Playing with other elves.
Some of these for-profit a higher education
follows
She
said many AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
them.
schools are very profitable and
hands-on ***** Your ability to perk up others might not work on you. Be
the
prefer
students
dollars
millions
make
every
of
careful that an error doesn't turn into a big mistake. It is in your power
year, much of it from public vocational training offered at to end the issue at hand. What is stopping you? Squeeze in some
colleges."
"career
money. But we have no idea
holiday errands or a little shopping. Tonight: Make sure that you and
where that money goes or how
"The career college sector is your budget see eye to eye.

it's used, whether it's for the
classroom or the bank account
of the owners. There's no transparency," said Democratic state

Rep. Reginald Meeks of
Louisville. Meeks is vice chairman of the House budget committee that funds higher education and an administrator at the
University of Louisville.

focused on providing the training and education. necessary to
individuals who fill many of the
vacant jobs that businesses and
manufacturers across the commonwealth need to fill," Bensel
said. "For career colleges and
our students, it's all about the
job."

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Use your high energy well. You also might note that you
have an unusual influence on a friend and are able to change his or
her mind. Make sure that is really what you want to do. In the long
run, it might be better that this person see for him- or herself. Tonight:
Only what you want.

BORN TODAY
Singer Lou Rawls (1933). director Woody Allen (1935). actress Bette
Midler (1945)

r
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Wife's affair with husband's Stay motivated to exercise by
thinking of how good it feels
son is bound to end badly
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Looking Back
'Fen years ago
The Murray State baseball team
signed Billy Fares, a former standout at Owensboro Apollo High
School and Greg Gray, a junior
college transfer to from Southern
Union College in Wadley Ala.
Cast and crew of Vanahelm Studios' latest project, "Daydreams
are Forever." gathered at The Bull
Pen restaurant to promote the project. The movie will begin shooting in Murray, Mayfield and Paducah in January.
Twenty years ago
Raybo Dunn, of Murray, a senior accounting major at FreedHardeman University, was chosen
as a host for Makin' Music, the
university's annual music extravaganza, which will be held April
2 and 3.
Calloway County senior defensive lineman Joe Dolchan earned
honorable mention status on the
Associated Press Kentucky AllSlate football team.
Leading the region by three
points, the Murray State stock seat
team received the high point team
award at an equestrian show hosted by Southwest Missouri State
Oct. 27-28 in Springfield, Mo.
Thirty years ago
The Calloway County High
School chapter of Future Farmers
of America received the Bronze
emblem at the 54th annual FFA
convention Nov. 12-14 in Kansas
City, Mo.
Approximately 30 persons are
taking a Spanish speaking, eightweek course sponsored by the Calloway County Library. The class
is being coordinated by Gerry Reed,
library staff, and by volunteer
teachers and students.
Airman Solon M. Henson has
been assigned to a Unit of Air
Training Command at Keeslei Air
Force Base. Miss.
Forty years ago
A discussion led by Murray City
Councilman Rex Alexander concerning possible relocation of Murray City Park was at a meeting
of Murray City Council.
John C. Winter, faculty mem-

ber of Fine Arts Department, Murray State University. was to present the first program of FOCUS
Dec. 3 at Paducah ,Community
College.
John Lassiter, Bill Ed Hendon.
Mrs. Howard Bazzell and Harvey
Ellis were elected as officers of
Calloway County 4-H Council.
Fifty years ago
Calloway County Judge Waylon
Rayburn, chairman of Calloway
County Chapter of American Red
Cross announced completion of a
Disaster Plan for Calloway County. Committee members include
Marvin 0. Rather, Bernard Harvey, Susie McDevitt and Robert
0. Miller.
An open house was planned
Dec. 3 at a new elementary school
on Williams Avenue for Murray
City system. Total cost of the
building and grounds was listed
as $165,000.
Mrs. Robert Hahs, Mrs. E.S.
Ferguson, Mrs. 011ie Barnett and
Mrs. Codie Caldwell were elected as officers of Murray Girl
Scout Association.
Sixty years ago
A group of 20 farm men and
women on Nov. 28 toured farms
of Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Palmer,
Mr. and Mrs. Baron Palmer, Mr.
and Mrs. John Cunningham and
Mr. and Mrs. G.W. Edmonds.
Margaret Hughes, senior, was
crowned as Basketball Queen at
Kirksey High School at the game
with Faxon. Fern Richerson, eight
grader, was her attendant.
Recent births include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Barnett, no
date listed; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Adams, Nov. 4; twins, boy
and girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt
Roberts, Nov. 12;
James Edwin Cain, Dalton D.
Parker. Thomas Fenton Carraway,
Flavil Watson Glass, Virgil Carmon Lockhart, Edward Blaine
McNabb, James Elvin Garland,
Conard Woodrow Bucy and Halford B. Rhodes, all of Calloway
County, were inducted into the
Armed Services on Nov. 16.

DEAR ABBY: 1 married "Raymond" in 2004. I met his son.
"Bill," a year before the wedding
and have been in a relationship
with him ever since.
Raymond supports me financially and provides all the necessities without my having to work.
But Bill supports me emotionally, and there's
more ,of a
"connection."
have
learned that
marriages dissolve for one
of two reasons: money
or sex. The
money
is
but
Dear Abby there,
Raymond and
By Abigail
!haven't been
romantic in
Van Buren
more than a
year.
Am I walking into a ring of
fire by keeping the relationship
with Bill? Ray says he loves me
and cares about me, but only
when I ask how he feels about
me. With Bill, I don't have to
ask -- he says it. -- IN A
QUANDARY
DEAR IN A QUANDARY:
May I mention a third reason that
marriages break up? It's when one
spouse discovers that the other
has been cheating. If your marriage to Raymond. who has
endowed you with all the worldly goods he can, is of any importance to you,tell him that although
you're living in style, all of your
needs are not being met. Give
him a chance to fulfill the rest
of them.
00000

DEAR ABBY: It has been a
difficult year. The brother of one
of my dear friends had a massive stroke and she is now his
caretaker. Another friend's 15-yearold son recently committed suicide, and a third friend's 23-yearold daughter is in the late stages
of MS. I also have several friends
who are dealing with cancer.

I always feel lost about what
to say or how to reach out and
help. How do I respond in these
situations'? -- HURTING FOR MY
FRIENDS
DEAR HURTING: You don't
have to say anything profound in
order to be supportive. The way
to respond is to do for them what
you would hope someone would
do for you in similar circumstances.
Call your friends regularly and keep
them informed about what's going
on. Ask how they are doing. If
they need to vent, listen. If you
have spare time, offer to cook
them a meal, do some laundry,
or give them a few hours to run
errands by keeping their sick relative company. I'm sure it will
be appreciated.
000100

DEAR ABBY: I am a 20-yearold mother of a 1-year-old boy
who means the world to me. I
was raped two months ago and
recently learned that I am pregnant. I am scared to death of
telling my mother.
When my son was born, his
father left for his tour of duty in
Iraq and I moved in with her.
She is 57 and has helped me out
in every way she can since he
was killed on his mission. I love
my mother dearly and don't know
what I would do without her, but
I am at a loss about how to tell
her about this pregnancy. Your
advice would be appreciated. -SCARED TO DEATH
DEAR SCARED TO DEATH:
Your mother should have been
told about the rape when it happened. You should have also
informed the police, and received
counseling and emergency contraception and medication to prevent
an STD. If you haven't seen an
OB/GYN,schedule an appointment
immediately to ensure that the
baby you're carrying will be born
healthy.
You also need to tell your
mother before your pregnancy
becomes obvious, so the two of
you can decide whether you can
afford to raise another child.

Today In History
France, which had sold it to the
United States.
In 1874, British statesman Sir
Winston Churchill was born at
Blenheim Pare.
In 1900, Irish writer Oscar
Wilde died in Paris at age 46.
In 1936, London's famed Crystal Palace, constructed for the
Great Exhibition of 1851, was
destroyed in a fire.
In 1960, the last DeSoto was
built by Chrysler, which had decided to retire the brand after 32
years.
Ten years ago: Robert Tools,

the first person in the world to
receive a fully self-contained artificial heart, died in Louisville,
Ky., of complications after severe
abdominal bleeding; he had lived
with the device for 151 days.
Gary Leon Ridgway was arrested
in connection with four of the
Green River serial killings in Washington state.
Five years ago: President
George W. Bush met in Jordan
with Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri
al-Maliki; Bush said the U.S. would
speed a turnover of security responsibility to Iraqi forces.
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CREAMSOUP
RECIPE
Dear
Heloise: I am
trying to find
the recipe for
the CREAM
SOUP
that
can be used
in place of a
can of mushroom soup. I want to make a
chicken casserole, and I can no
longer use canned soup because
of the high sodium content. There
is salt in everything. I have discovered. -- Dortha K.,Great Bend,
Kan.
Salt is not an added ingredient in this Heloise's Non-Fat
Cream Soup recipe, which can
serve as a base for any cream
soup you make. For the chicken
bouillon powder, there are saltfree versions available. You will
need:.
1 cup nonfat (hied milk powder
1 tablespoon dried onionflakes
- 2 tablespoons cornstarch
2 tablespoons chicken bouillon powder
112 teaspoon dried basil,
crushed
Ifr2 teaspoon dried thyme,

by
Heloise

crushed
114 teaspoon black pepper
Mix these ingredients together and store in an airtight container. Then, when you want to
make your soup, you will add:
2 cups cold water
112 cup of the main ingredient (for example, mushroom for
a mushroom cream soup)
In a large saucepan over medium heat, place the water and
pre-made mix, heating until it is
thick. Then add the main ingredient of your choosing and cook
until done. You always can add
more water if the soup becomes
too thick. Finish by seasoning to
your own taste. This recipe is
included in my pamphlet of AllTime Favorite Recipes. For a
copy, send $5 and a long, selfaddressed, stamped (64 cents)
envelope to: Heloise/All-Time
Favorites, P.O. Box 795001, San
Antonio, TX 78279-5001. If you
are counting calories, try using
nonfat dried milk powder in your
recipes that call for whole milk.
Heloise
HELOISE UPDATE
Dear Readers: To remove stubborn coffee or tea stains from
cups and mugs, the older hints
are to use a denture tablet, table
salt or baking soda. There is a
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Heloise Update: Take about a
tablespoon of dishwasher detergent (powder), put it in the cup
or mug and add boiling water.
Let it sit for five to 10 minutes.
When the time is up, with no
scrubbing necessary, the stain
usually is gone. -- Heloise
BAKING HINT
Dear Heloise: This hint has
saved many a pie crust: Take a
tinfoil pie plate and cut out the
middle circle, leaving the edge
in a ring. Place the ring over the
unbaked pie crust and bake,removing the last 10 or 15 minutes of
baking so the edge of the pie
crust gets light brown. I have
two sizes of pie plates -- one
tinfoil plate for each size. -- Helen
K., San Antonio
HANDY DRAWER
Dear Heloise: I have a small
section of a drawer in the kitchen
reserved just for tools that I use.
I have found that the MOST useful of these items is a pair of
needle-nose pliers. They are fabulous for removing the coverings
on just about any container. Give
it a try, you'll be hooked. — Yane
Christensen, Baton Rouge, La.
(c)2011 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Carpet type
Pucker-inducing
Gave a hoot
Party gift
44th president
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Spider's home
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Play part
Shrewd
Once more
Curtain holder
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Hints From Heloise

By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 30,
the 334th day of 2011. There are
31 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 30, 1835, Samuel
Langhorne Clemens — better
known as Mark Twain — was
born in Florida, Mo.
On this date:
In 1782, the United States and
Britain signed preliminary peace
articles in Paris, ending the Revolutionary War.
In 1803, Spain completed the
process of ceding Louisiana to
BAY Et I_ tJ

schedule of your week. Look
for blocks of time when you
could exercise. Be realistic. Don't
plan to exercise before work if
you're not a morning person.
-- Set a long-term goal, but
start with a shorter term one.
For example, set a long-term
goal of walking for 30 minutes
five days a week. Start by walking just three days a week for
at least 10 minutes. Gradually
add an additional day per week.
Then steadily extend your walk
by five minutes at a time until
you reach your goal.
-- Once you've set your goal,
record your performance. Write
down what you did and for how
long. If you see yourself backsliding, zero in on the problem
and address it.
We have a lot more information on staying motivated in
our Special Health Report called
"Exercise: A Program You Can
Live With." You can find out
more about it at my website.
If you find yourself backsliding, try these tricks to rekindle your motivation:
-- Remember what you like
most about exercise, such as
feeling strong and healthy.
-- Give yourself a reward for
successfully resuming your progam
-- Line up walking partners
for your next few outings.
-- If you feel bored by your
routine, mix it up: brisk walks
one day, using weights the next.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. Go to his website
to send questions and get additional
information:
www.AskDoctorK.com.)

DEAR DOCTOR K: Every
few months I start a new exercise program with the best of
intentions. But before I know
it, I'm back on my couch. How
can I stay motivated
DEAR READER: There are
two ways to be motivated to
exercise: to think about the good
it will do for your future health,
and to think
of how good
it will make
feel
you
when you do
it.
Most of us
are not very
good at making sacrifices
today in order
Dr. Komaraff to achieve a
By
theoretical
Dr. Anthony benefit in the
Komaroff
future. I'm
not, anyway.
So when I started my regular
exercise routine several decades
ago, I prayed that I would feel
great after exercise. I wasn't so
sure at first, but after about two
weeks, I really did start feeling
more energetic and even happier. And people told me I looked
better. My weight didn't change
much in either direction. But after
starting to exercise, the weight
was more where it should be - in my muscles, not in my
belly.
For me and for most people, it's important to make exercise as routine as eating or sleeping. But, as we all know, that
can be difficult. Here- are some
tips 16 help you stay on course:
-- Customize your exercise
plan. Find activities that suit
your interests,lifestyle, time constraints, budget and physical condition. Most important, find
something you look forward 'to
doing.
-- Write down a detailed
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